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Homotopy completion and topological Quillen
homology of structured ring spectra

JOHN E HARPER

KATHRYN HESS

Working in the context of symmetric spectra, we describe and study a homotopy
completion tower for algebras and left modules over operads in the category of
modules over a commutative ring spectrum (eg structured ring spectra). We prove a
strong convergence theorem that shows that for 0–connected algebras and modules
over a .�1/–connected operad, the homotopy completion tower interpolates (in a
strong sense) between topological Quillen homology and the identity functor.

By systematically exploiting strong convergence, we prove several theorems concern-
ing the topological Quillen homology of algebras and modules over operads. These
include a theorem relating finiteness properties of topological Quillen homology
groups and homotopy groups that can be thought of as a spectral algebra analog
of Serre’s finiteness theorem for spaces and H R Miller’s boundedness result for
simplicial commutative rings (but in reverse form). We also prove absolute and
relative Hurewicz Theorems and a corresponding Whitehead Theorem for topo-
logical Quillen homology. Furthermore, we prove a rigidification theorem, which
we use to describe completion with respect to topological Quillen homology (or
TQ–completion). The TQ–completion construction can be thought of as a spectral
algebra analog of Sullivan’s localization and completion of spaces, Bousfield and
Kan’s completion of spaces with respect to homology and Carlsson’s and Arone and
Kankaanrinta’s completion and localization of spaces with respect to stable homotopy.
We prove analogous results for algebras and left modules over operads in unbounded
chain complexes.

18G55, 55P43, 55P48, 55U35

1 Introduction

Associated to each nonunital commutative ring X is the completion tower arising in
commutative ring theory,

(1.1) X=X 2
 X=X 3

 � � �  X=X n
 X=X nC1

 � � � ;
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1326 John E Harper and Kathryn Hess

of nonunital commutative rings. The limit of the tower (1.1) is the completion X^

of X , which is sometimes also called the X –adic completion of X . Here, X=X n

denotes the quotient of X in the underlying category by the image of the multiplication
map X˝n ! X . In algebraic topology, algebraic K–theory and derived algebraic
geometry, it is common to encounter objects that are naturally equipped with algebraic
structures more general than, for example, commutative rings, but that share certain
formal similarities with these classical algebraic structures. A particularly useful and
interesting class of such generalized algebraic structures are those that can be described
as algebras and modules over operads; see Fresse [20], Goerss and Hopkins [26], Kriz
and May [42], Mandell [51] and McClure and Smith [56].

These categories of (generalized) algebraic structures can often be equipped with an
associated homotopy theory, or Quillen model category structure, which allows one
to construct and calculate derived functors on the associated homotopy category. In
[59, II.5], Quillen defines “homology” in the general context of a model category—
now called Quillen homology—to be the left derived functor of abelianization, if it
exists. Quillen homology often behaves very much like the ordinary homology of
topological spaces, which it recovers as a special case. Quillen [60] and André [1]
originally developed and studied a particular case of Quillen’s notion of homology
for the special context of commutative rings, now called André–Quillen homology. A
useful introduction to Quillen homology is given in Goerss and Schemmerhorn [28];
see also Goerss [24] and H R Miller [57] for a useful development (from a homotopy
viewpoint) in the case of augmented commutative algebras.

In this paper we are primarily interested in the topological analog of Quillen homology,
called topological Quillen homology, for (generalized) algebraic structures on spectra.
The topological analog for commutative ring spectra, called topological André–Quillen
homology, was originally studied by Basterra [6]; see also Baker, Gilmour and Rein-
hard [4], Baker and Richter [5], Basterra and Mandell [7; 8], Goerss and Hopkins [25],
Lazarev [46], Mandell [52], Richter [62], Rognes [63; 64] and Schwede [65; 67].

Basic assumption 1.2 From now on in this paper, we assume that R is any commu-
tative ring spectrum; ie we assume that R is any commutative monoid object in the
category .Sp†;˝S ;S/ of symmetric spectra (see Hovey, Shipley and Smith [39] and
Schwede [68]). Here, the tensor product ˝S denotes the usual smash product [39,
2.2.3] of symmetric spectra (Remark 4.31).

Remark 1.3 Among structured ring spectra we include many different types of
algebraic structures on spectra (resp. R–modules) including (i) associative ring spectra,
which we simply call ring spectra, (ii) commutative ring spectra, (iii) all of the En ring
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spectra for 1�n�1 that interpolate between these two extremes of noncommutativity
and commutativity, together with (iv) any generalized algebra spectra (resp. generalized
R–algebras) that can be described as algebras over operads in spectra (resp. R–
modules). It is important to note that the generalized class of algebraic structures in
(iv) includes as special cases all of the others (i)–(iii). The area of stable homotopy
theory that focuses on problems arising from constructions involving different types
of structured ring spectra, their modules, and their homotopy invariants, is sometimes
called brave new algebra or spectral algebra.

In this paper we describe and study a (homotopy invariant) spectral algebra analog of
the completion tower (1.1) arising in commutative ring theory. The tower construction is
conceptual and provides a sequence of refinements of the Hurewicz map for topological
Quillen homology. More precisely, if O is an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� is
trivial (ie O–algebras are nonunital), we associate to O itself a tower

�1O � �2O � � � �  � �k�1O � �kO � � � �

of .O;O/–bimodules, which for any O–algebra X induces the completion tower

�1O ıO .X / � �2O ıO .X / � � � �  � �k�1O ıO .X / � �kO ıO .X / � � � �

of O–algebras whose limit is the completion X^ of X . There is a homotopy theory
of algebras over operads (Theorem 7.15) and this construction is homotopy invariant
if applied to cofibrant O–algebras. We sometimes refer to the completion tower of a
cofibrant replacement X c of X as the homotopy completion tower of X whose homo-
topy limit is denoted X h^ . By construction, �1O ıO .X c/ is the topological Quillen
homology TQ.X / of X . Hence the homotopy completion tower of X interpolates
between TQ.X /, which is the bottom term of the tower, and the homotopy completion
X h^ of X .

By systematically exploiting the strong convergence properties of this tower (see
Theorem 1.12 and its proof), we prove a selection of theorems concerning the topological
Quillen homology of structured ring spectra. We also prove analogous results for left
modules over operads (Definition 2.18). The first main theorem in this paper is the
following finiteness theorem for topological Quillen homology. It can be thought
of as a structured ring spectra analog of Serre’s finiteness theorem for spaces (eg
for the homotopy groups of spheres) and H R Miller’s [57, 4.2] boundedness result
for simplicial commutative rings (but in reverse form); for a related but different
type of finiteness result in the algebraic context of augmented commutative algebras
over a field of nonzero characteristic, see Turner [74]. The TQ finiteness theorem
provides conditions under which topological Quillen homology detects certain finiteness
properties.
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Remark 1.4 In this paper, we say that a symmetric sequence X of symmetric spectra is
n–connected if each symmetric spectrum X Œt� is n–connected. We say that an algebra
(resp. left module) over an operad is n–connected if the underlying symmetric spectrum
(resp. symmetric sequence of symmetric spectra) is n–connected, and similarly for
operads.

Theorem 1.5 (TQ finiteness theorem for structured ring spectra) Let O be an operad
in R–modules such that OŒ0� is trivial. Let X be a 0–connected O–algebra (resp. left
O–module) and assume that O;R are .�1/–connected and �kOŒr �; �kR are finitely
generated abelian groups for every k; r .

(a) If the topological Quillen homology groups �kTQ.X / (resp. �kTQ.X /Œr �) are
finite for every k; r , then the homotopy groups �kX (resp. �kX Œr �) are finite
for every k; r .

(b) If the topological Quillen homology groups �kTQ.X / (resp. �kTQ.X /Œr �) are
finitely generated abelian groups for every k; r , then the homotopy groups �kX

(resp. �kX Œr �) are finitely generated abelian groups for every k; r .

Since the sphere spectrum S is .�1/–connected and �kS is a finitely generated abelian
group for every k , we obtain the following immediate corollary.

Corollary 1.6 (TQ finiteness theorem for nonunital commutative ring spectra) Let
X be a 0–connected nonunital commutative ring spectrum. If the topological Quillen
homology groups �kTQ.X / are finite (resp. finitely generated abelian groups) for
every k , then the homotopy groups �kX are finite (resp. finitely generated abelian
groups) for every k .

Remark 1.7 Since all of the theorems in this section apply to the special case of
nonunital commutative ring spectra, it follows that each theorem below specializes to a
corollary about nonunital commutative ring spectra, similar to the corollary above. To
avoid repetition, we usually leave the formulation to the reader.

We also prove the following Hurewicz Theorem for topological Quillen homology. It
can be thought of as a structured ring spectra analog of Schwede’s [67, 5.3] simplicial
algebraic theories result, Goerss’ [24, 8.3] algebraic result for augmented commutative
F2 –algebras, Livernet’s [48, 2.13] rational algebraic result for algebras over operads in
nonnegative chain complexes over a field of characteristic zero and Chataur, Rodriguez
and Scherer’s [12, 2.1] algebraic result for algebras over cofibrant operads in nonnegative
chain complexes over a commutative ring. The TQ Hurewicz Theorem provides
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conditions under which topological Quillen homology detects n–connected structured
ring spectra. It also provides conditions under which the first nontrivial homotopy group
agrees via the Hurewicz map with the first nontrivial topological Quillen homology
group.

Theorem 1.8 (TQ Hurewicz Theorem for structured ring spectra) Let O be an
operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� is trivial. Let X be a 0–connected O–algebra
(resp. left O–module), n� 0 and assume that O;R are .�1/–connected.

(a) Topological Quillen homology TQ.X / is n–connected if and only if X is n–
connected.

(b) If topological Quillen homology TQ.X / is n–connected, then the natural
Hurewicz map �kX ! �kTQ.X / is an isomorphism for k � 2nC 1 and a
surjection for k D 2nC 2.

Note that one implication of Theorem 1.8(a) follows from Theorem 1.8(b). We also
prove the following relative Hurewicz Theorem for topological Quillen homology,
which we regard as the second main theorem in this paper. It can be thought of as a
structured ring spectra analog of the relative Hurewicz Theorem for spaces. It provides
conditions under which topological Quillen homology detects n–connected maps.

Theorem 1.9 (TQ relative Hurewicz Theorem for structured ring spectra) Let O
be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� is trivial. Let f W X ! Y be a map of
O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) and n� 0. Assume that O;R are .�1/–connected.

(a) If X;Y are 0–connected, then f is n–connected if and only if f induces an
n–connected map TQ.X /! TQ.Y / on topological Quillen homology.

(b) If X;Y are .�1/–connected and f is .n� 1/–connected, then f induces an
.n� 1/–connected map TQ.X /! TQ.Y / on topological Quillen homology.

(c) If f induces an n–connected map TQ.X /! TQ.Y / on topological Quillen ho-
mology between .�1/–connected objects, then f induces an .n�1/–connected
map X h^! Y h^ on homotopy completion.

(d) If topological Quillen homology TQ.X / is .n� 1/–connected, then homotopy
completion X h^ is .n� 1/–connected.

Here, TQ.X / ! TQ.Y /, X h^ ! Y h^ , denote the natural induced zigzags in the
category of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) with all backward facing maps weak
equivalences.
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Remark 1.10 It is important to note Theorem 1.9(b) implies that the conditions in
Theorem 1.9(c) are satisfied if X;Y are .�1/–connected and f is n–connected.

As a corollary we obtain the following Whitehead Theorem for topological Quillen
homology. It can be thought of as a structured ring spectra analog of Schwede’s [67,
5.4] simplicial algebraic theories result, Goerss’ [24, 8.1] algebraic result for augmented
commutative F2 –algebras and Livernet’s [47] rational algebraic result for algebras over
Koszul operads in nonnegative chain complexes over a field of characteristic zero. As a
special case, it recovers Kuhn’s [43] result for nonunital commutative ring spectra and,
more generally, Lawson’s [45] original structured ring spectra result (which is based
on [32]). The TQ Whitehead Theorem provides conditions under which topological
Quillen homology detects weak equivalences.

Corollary 1.11 (TQ Whitehead Theorem for structured ring spectra) Let O be an
operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� is trivial. Let f W X ! Y be a map of O–
algebras (resp. left O–modules). Assume that O;R are .�1/–connected. If X;Y are
0–connected, then f is a weak equivalence if and only if f induces a weak equivalence
TQ.X /' TQ.Y / on topological Quillen homology.

Associated to the homotopy completion tower is the homotopy completion spectral
sequence, which goes from topological Quillen homology to homotopy completion
(Theorem 1.12). It can be thought of as a structured ring spectra analog of Quillen’s
fundamental spectral sequence [60, 6.9] for commutative rings and the corresponding
spectral sequence studied by Goerss [24, 6.2] for augmented commutative F2 –algebras.
As a special case, it recovers the spectral sequence in Minasian [58] for nonunital
commutative ring spectra. Under the conditions of Theorem 1.12(b), the homotopy com-
pletion spectral sequence is a second quadrant homologically graded spectral sequence
and arises from the exact couple of long exact sequences associated to the homotopy
completion tower and its homotopy fibers; this is the homotopy spectral sequence of a
tower of fibrations (see Bousfield and Kan [9]), reindexed as a homologically graded
spectral sequence. For ease of notational purposes, in Theorem 1.12 and Remark 1.13,
we regard such towers fAsg of fibrations as indexed by the integers such that As D �

for each s < 0.

The third main theorem in this paper is the following strong convergence theorem for
homotopy completion of structured ring spectra. It can be thought of as a structured
ring spectra analog of Johnson and McCarthy’s [41] rational algebraic tower results
for nonunital commutative differential graded algebras over a field of characteristic
zero. As a special case, it recovers Kuhn’s [43] and Minasian’s [58] tower results for
nonunital commutative ring spectra. For a very restricted class of cofibrant operads
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in simplicial sets, which they call primitive operads, McCarthy and Minasian [54]
describe a tower that agrees with the completion tower in the special case of nonunital
commutative ring spectra, but that is different for most operads.

Theorem 1.12 (Homotopy completion strong convergence theorem) Let O be an
operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� is trivial. Let f W X!Y be a map of O–algebras
(resp. left O–modules).

(a) If X is 0–connected and O;R are .�1/–connected, then the natural coaugmen-
tation X 'X h^ is a weak equivalence.

(b) If topological Quillen homology TQ.X / is 0–connected and O;R are .�1/–
connected, then the homotopy completion spectral sequence

E1
�s;t D �t�s

�
isC1O ıh�1O

�
TQ.X /

��
H) �t�s

�
X h^

�
;

respectively

E1
�s;t Œr �D �t�s

��
isC1O ıh�1O TQ.X /

�
Œr �
�
H) �t�s

�
X h^Œr �

�
; r � 0;

converges strongly (Remark 1.13).

(c) If f induces a weak equivalence TQ.X / ' TQ.Y / on topological Quillen
homology, then f induces a weak equivalence X h^ ' Y h^ on homotopy
completion.

Remark 1.13 By strong convergence of fEr g to ��.X h^/ we mean that (i) for each
.�s; t/, there exists an r such that Er

�s;t D E1�s;t and (ii) for each i , E1
�s;sCi D 0

except for finitely many s . Strong convergence implies that for each i , fE1
�s;sCig

is the set of filtration quotients from a finite filtration of �i.X
h^/; see, for instance,

Bousfield and Kan [9, IV.5.6, IX.5.3, IX.5.4] and Dwyer [15].

Remark 1.14 (Connections with Goodwillie’s calculus of functors) Regard the
homotopy completion tower as a tower of functors on the category of O–algebras
and consider the case when OŒ1� D I Œ1� (Definition 2.16). Then it follows easily
that (i) the bottom term (or first stage) TQ of the tower is 1–excisive in the sense of
Goodwillie [30] and Kuhn [44], (ii) by Theorem 4.21(c), the nth layer of the tower
has the form OŒn�^L

†n
TQ^

Ln and (iii) by the connectivity estimates in the proof of
Theorem 1.8, the identity functor and the nth stage of the tower agree to order n in
the sense of Goodwillie [30, 1.2]; more precisely, they satisfy On.0; 1/ as defined
in [30, 1.2]. Here, ^L

†n
, ^L are the total left derived functors of ^†n

, ^, respectively.
Properties (i)–(iii) illustrate that the homotopy completion tower is the analog, in the
context of O–algebras, of Goodwillie’s Taylor tower of the identity functor. More
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precisely, according to [30, 1.6, proof of 1.8] and the results in Goodwillie [29] on
cubical diagrams, it follows immediately from (i)–(iii) that there are maps of towers
(under the constant tower fid.�/cg) of level-wise weak equivalences of the form
fPnid.�/cg ! fPn�nO ıO .�/cg  f�nO ıO .�/cg, where .�/c denotes functorial
cofibrant replacement (see Definition 3.13), and hence the homotopy completion tower
is weakly equivalent to the Taylor tower of the identity functor on O–algebras, provided
that the analogs of the appropriate constructions and results in Goodwillie [29; 30]
remain true in the category of O–algebras; this is the subject of current work, and will
not be further elaborated here (but see Kuhn [44]).

Since in the calculation of the layers in (ii) the operad O plays a role analogous to
that of the Goodwillie derivatives of the identity functor (see Goodwillie [30] and
Kuhn [44]), this sheds some positive light on a conjecture of Arone and Ching [2]
that an appropriate model of the Goodwillie derivatives of the identity functor on
O–algebras is weakly equivalent as an operad to O itself.

The following relatively weak cofibrancy condition is exploited in the proofs of the
main theorems above. The statements of these theorems do not require this cofibrancy
condition since a comparison theorem (Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30) shows that the
operad O can always be replaced by a weakly equivalent operad O0 that satisfies this
cofibrancy condition and such that the corresponding homotopy completion towers are
naturally weakly equivalent.

Cofibrancy condition 1.15 If O is an operad in R–modules, consider the unit map
�W I ! O of the operad O (Definition 2.16) and assume that I Œr �! OŒr � is a flat
stable cofibration (Section 7.7) between flat stable cofibrant objects in ModR for each
r � 0.

Remark 1.16 This is the same as assuming that I Œ1�!OŒ1� is a flat stable cofibration
in ModR and OŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in ModR for each r � 0. It can be thought
of as the structured ring spectra analog of the following cofibrancy condition: if X is a
pointed space, assume that X is well-pointed; ie assume that the unique map �!X

of pointed spaces is a cofibration.

Most operads appearing in homotopy-theoretic settings in mathematics already satisfy
Cofibrancy condition 1.15 and therefore require no replacement in the proofs of the
theorems. For instance, Cofibrancy condition 1.15 is satisfied by every operad in
simplicial sets that is regarded as an operad in R–modules via adding a disjoint
basepoint and tensoring with R (Section 4.1).
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In this paper, the homotopy groups ��Y of a symmetric spectrum Y denote the derived
homotopy groups (or true homotopy groups) (see Schwede [68; 69]); ie ��Y always
denotes the homotopy groups of a stable fibrant replacement of Y , and hence of a
flat stable fibrant replacement of Y . See Schwede [69] for several useful properties
enjoyed by the true homotopy groups of a symmetric spectrum.

1.17 Organization of the paper

In Section 2 we recall some preliminaries on algebras and modules over operads. The
purpose of Section 3 is to describe homotopy completion (Definition 3.13) and TQ–
completion, or less concisely, completion with respect to topological Quillen homology
(Definition 3.21) and to establish a comparison theorem for homotopy completion
towers (Theorem 3.26). In Section 4 we prove our main theorems, which involves a
homotopical analysis of the completion tower. We establish several necessary technical
results on the homotopical properties of the forgetful functors in Section 5, and on
simplicial structures and the homotopical properties of the simplicial bar constructions
in Section 6. The results in these two sections lie at the heart of the proofs of the main
theorems. The purpose of Section 7 is to improve the main results in Harper’s [31;
32] on model structures, homotopy colimits and simplicial bar constructions from
the context of operads in symmetric spectra to the more general context of operads
in R–modules. This amounts to establishing certain technical propositions for R–
modules sufficient for the proofs of the main results in [31; 32] to remain valid in the
more general context of R–modules; these results play a key role in this paper. In
Section 8 we observe that the analogs of the main theorems stated above remain true in
the context of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative ring.
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2 Preliminaries

The purpose of this section is to recall various preliminaries on algebras and modules
over operads. In this paper the following two contexts will be of primary interest. Denote
by .ModR;^;R/ the closed symmetric monoidal category of R–modules (Basic as-
sumption 1.2, Remark 7.5), and by .ChK;˝;K/ the closed symmetric monoidal cat-
egory of unbounded chain complexes over K (see Hovey [38] and Mac Lane [49]);
here, K is any commutative ring. Both categories have all small limits and colimits,
and the null object is denoted by �. It will be useful in this paper, both for establishing
certain results and for ease of notational purposes, to sometimes work in the following
more general context; see Mac Lane [50, VII] followed by [50, VII.7].

Basic assumption 2.1 From now on in this section we assume that .C;^;S/ is a
closed symmetric monoidal category with all small limits and colimits. In particular, C
has an initial object ∅ and a terminal object �.

By closed we mean there exists a functor Cop �C! C, .Y;Z/ 7!Map.Y;Z/, which
we call the mapping object, which fits into isomorphisms

hom.X ^Y;Z/Š hom.X;Map.Y;Z//

natural in X;Y;Z , where hom denotes the set of morphisms in C. Define the sets
n WD f1; : : : ; ng for each n� 0, where 0 WD∅ denotes the empty set. If T is a finite
set, we denote by jT j the number of elements in T .

Definition 2.2 Let n� 0.

� † is the category of finite sets and their bijections.
� A symmetric sequence in C is a functor AW †op! C. Denote by SymSeq the

category of symmetric sequences in C and their natural transformations.
� A symmetric sequence A is concentrated at n if AŒr �D∅ for all r ¤ n.

For a more detailed development of the material that follows, see [31; 33].

Definition 2.3 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let A1; : : : ;At 2 SymSeq. Their
tensor product A1 L̋ � � � L̋ At 2 SymSeq is the left Kan extension of object-wise smash
along coproduct of sets

.†op/�t
A1�����At //

`
��

C�t
^ // C

†op A1
L̋ ��� L̋ At

left Kan extension
// C:
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If X is a finite set and A is an object in C, we use the usual dot notation A � X

(see Mac Lane [50, III.3] and [33, 2.3]) to denote the copower A � X defined by
A �X WD

`
X A, the coproduct in C of jX j copies of A. Recall the following useful

calculations for tensor products.

Proposition 2.4 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let A1; : : : ;At 2 SymSeq and
R 2†, with r WD jRj. There are natural isomorphisms

.A1 L̋ � � � L̋ At /ŒR�Š
a

�WR!t
in Set

A1Œ�
�1.1/�^ � � � ^At Œ�

�1.t/�;

Š

a
r1C���CrtDr

A1Œr1�^ � � � ^At Œrt � �
†r1
�����†rt

†r :(2.5)

Here, Set is the category of sets and their maps, and (2.5) displays the tensor product
.A1 L̋ � � � L̋ At /ŒR� as a coproduct of †r1

� � � � �†rt
–orbits. It will be conceptually

useful to extend the definition of tensor powers A
L̋ t to situations in which the integers

t are replaced by a finite set T .

Definition 2.6 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let A 2 SymSeq and R;T 2†.
The tensor powers A

L̋ T 2 SymSeq are defined object-wise by

.A
L̋ ∅/ŒR� WD

a
�WR!∅

in Set

S; .A
L̋ T /ŒR� WD

a
�WR!T

in Set

^
t2T

AŒ��1.t/� .T ¤∅/:

Note that there are no functions � W R! ∅ in Set unless R D ∅. We will use the
abbreviation A

L̋ 0 WDA
L̋ ∅ .

Definition 2.7 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let A;B;C 2 SymSeq, and
r; t � 0. The circle product (or composition product) A ı B 2 SymSeq is defined
object-wise by the coend

(2.8) .A ıB/Œr � WDA^† .B
L̋ �/Œr �Š

a
t�0

AŒt�^†t
.B
L̋ t /Œr �:

The mapping sequence Mapı.B;C /2 SymSeq and the mapping object Map L̋ .B;C /2
SymSeq are defined object-wise by the ends

Mapı.B;C /Œt� WDMap..B L̋ t/Œ��;C /† Š
Y
r�0

Map..B L̋ t/Œr �;C Œr �/†r ;

Map L̋ .B;C /Œt� WDMap.B;C Œtq��/† Š
Y
r�0

Map.BŒr �;C Œt C r �/†r :
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These mapping sequences and mapping objects fit into isomorphisms

hom.A ıB;C /Š hom.A;Mapı.B;C //;(2.9)

hom.A L̋ B;C /Š hom.A;Map L̋ .B;C //;(2.10)

natural in symmetric sequences A;B;C . Here, the hom notation denotes the indicated
set of morphisms in SymSeq.

Proposition 2.11 Consider symmetric sequences in C.

(a) .SymSeq; L̋ ; 1/ has the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal category with
all small limits and colimits. The unit for L̋ denoted “1” is the symmetric
sequence concentrated at 0 with value S .

(b) .SymSeq; ı; I/ has the structure of a closed monoidal category with all small
limits and colimits. The unit for ı denoted “I ” is the symmetric sequence
concentrated at 1 with value S . Circle product is not symmetric.

Definition 2.12 Let Z 2 C. Define yZ 2 SymSeq to be the symmetric sequence
concentrated at 0 with value Z .

The functor y�W C! SymSeq fits into the adjunction y�WC //SymSeq W Ev0oo with left
adjoint on top and Ev0 the evaluation functor defined object-wise by Ev0.B/ WDBŒ0�.
Note that y� embeds C in SymSeq as the full subcategory of symmetric sequences
concentrated at 0.

Definition 2.13 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let O be a symmetric sequence
and Z 2 C. The corresponding functor OW C! C is defined object-wise by O.Z/ WD
O ı .Z/ WD

`
t�0 OŒt�^†t

Z^t :

Proposition 2.14 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let O;A2SymSeq and Z 2C.
There are natural isomorphisms

(2.15) 1O.Z/ D 2O ı .Z/ ŠO ı yZ; Ev0.O ıA/ŠO ı
�
Ev0.A/

�
:

Proof This follows from (2.8) and (2.5).

Definition 2.16 Consider symmetric sequences in C. An operad in C is a monoid
object in .SymSeq; ı; I/ and a morphism of operads is a morphism of monoid objects
in .SymSeq; ı; I/.

Remark 2.17 If O is an operad, then the associated functor O W C! C is a monad.
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Definition 2.18 Let O be an operad in C.

� A left O–module is an object in .SymSeq; ı; I/ with a left action of O and a
morphism of left O–modules is a map that respects the left O–module structure.
Denote by LtO the category of left O–modules and their morphisms.

� A right O–module is an object in .SymSeq; ı; I/ with a right action of O and
a morphism of right O–modules is a map that respects the right O–module
structure. Denote by RtO the category of right O–modules and their morphisms.

� An .O;O/–bimodule is an object in .SymSeq; ı; I/ with compatible left O–
module and right O–module structures and a morphism of .O;O/–bimodules
is a map that respects the .O;O/–bimodule structure. Denote by Bi.O;O/ the
category of .O;O/–bimodules and their morphisms.

� An O–algebra is an algebra for the monad OW C! C and a morphism of O–
algebras is a map in C that respects the O–algebra structure. Denote by AlgO
the category of O–algebras and their morphisms.

It follows easily from (2.15) that an O–algebra is the same as an object Z in C with a
left O–module structure on yZ , and if Z and Z0 are O–algebras, then a morphism of
O–algebras is the same as a map f W Z!Z0 in C such that yf W yZ! yZ0 is a morphism
of left O–modules. In other words, an algebra over an operad O is the same as a left
O–module that is concentrated at 0, and AlgO embeds in LtO as the full subcategory
of left O–modules concentrated at 0, via the functor y�W AlgO! LtO , Z 7! yZ . Define
the evaluation functor Ev0W LtO! AlgO object-wise by Ev0.B/ WD BŒ0�.

Proposition 2.19 Let O be an operad in C. There are adjunctions

(2.20) C
Oı.�/// AlgO;

U
oo SymSeq

Oı� //
LtO;

U
oo AlgO

y� //
LtO;

Ev0

oo

with left adjoints on top and U the forgetful functor. All small colimits exist in AlgO
and LtO , and both reflexive coequalizers and filtered colimits are preserved (and created)
by the forgetful functors. All small limits exist in AlgO and LtO , and are preserved
(and created) by the forgetful functors.

Definition 2.21 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let D be a small category, and
let X;Y 2 SymSeqD . Denote by Mapı.X;Y / the indicated composition of functors
Dop �D! SymSeq. The mapping sequence of D–shaped diagrams is defined by the
end Mapı.X;Y /D 2 SymSeq.
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By the universal property of ends, it follows easily that for all O 2 SymSeq, there are
isomorphisms

(2.22) homD

�
O ıX;Y /Š hom.O;Mapı.X;Y /D

�
natural in O;X;Y and that Mapı.X;Y /D may be calculated by an equalizer in SymSeq

of the form

Mapı.X;Y /D Š lim
� Q̨
2D

Mapı.X˛;Y˛/
////

Q
.�W˛!˛0/2D

Mapı.X˛;Y˛0/
�
:

Here, O ıX denotes the indicated composition of functors D! SymSeq, the homD

notation on the left-hand side of (2.22) denotes the indicated set of morphisms in
SymSeqD , and the hom notation on the right-hand side of (2.22) denotes the indicated
set of morphisms in SymSeq.

Definition 2.23 Let D be a small category and X 2 CD (resp. X 2 SymSeqD ) a
D–shaped diagram. The endomorphism operad End.X / of X is defined by

End.X / WDMapı. yX ; yX /D
�
resp. End.X / WDMapı.X;X /D

�
with its natural operad structure; ie such that for each ˛2D, the natural map End.X /!
Mapı. yX˛; yX˛/ (resp. End.X /!Mapı.X˛;X˛/) is a morphism of operads.

Let X be a D–shaped diagram in C (resp. SymSeq). It follows easily from (2.9) and
(2.22) that giving a map of operads mW O! End.X / is the same as giving X˛ an
O–algebra structure (resp. left O–module structure) for each ˛ 2 D, such that X is a
diagram of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules). Note that if D is the terminal category
(with exactly one object and no nonidentity morphisms), then End.X /ŠMapı. yX ; yX /
(resp. End.X /ŠMapı.X;X /), which recovers the usual endomorphism operad of an
object X in C (resp. SymSeq) (see [33] and Kriz and May [42]).

3 Homotopy completion and TQ–completion

The purpose of this section is to describe two notions of completion for structured ring
spectra: (i) homotopy completion (Definition 3.13) and (ii) TQ–completion, or less con-
cisely, completion with respect to topological Quillen homology (Definition 3.21). We
will also establish a rigidification theorem for derived TQ–resolutions (Theorem 3.20),
which is required to define TQ–completion, and we will prove Theorem 3.26 which
compares homotopy completion towers along a map of operads.
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Let f W O!O0 be a map of operads in R–modules. Recall that the change of operads
adjunction

(3.1) AlgO
f� // AlgO0
f �
oo

�
resp. LtO

f� // LtO0
f �
oo

�
is a Quillen adjunction with left adjoint on top and f � the forgetful functor (more
accurately, but less concisely, also called the “restriction along f of the operad action”)
[31; 33]; note that this is a particular instance of the usual change of monoids adjunction.

Remark 3.2 In this paper we always regard AlgO and LtO with the positive flat stable
model structure (Theorem 7.15), unless otherwise specified.

Definition 3.3 Let f W O! O0 be a map of operads in R–modules. Let X be an
O–algebra (resp. left O–module) and define the O–algebra O0 ıhO .X / (resp. left
O–module O0 ıhO X ) by

O0 ıhO .X / WD Rf �.Lf�.X //D Rf �
�
O0 ıLO .X /

��
resp. O0 ıhO X WD Rf �.Lf�.X //D Rf �.O0 ıLO X /

�
:

Here, Rf �; Lf� are the total right (resp. left) derived functors of f �; f� , respectively.

Remark 3.4 Note that AlgI DModR and LtI DSymSeq (since I is the initial operad)
and that for any map of operads f W O!O0 , there are weak equivalences

O0 ıhO .X /' Lf�.X /DO0 ıLO .X /
�
resp. O0 ıhO X ' Lf�.X /DO0 ıLO X

�
in the underlying category AlgI (resp. SymSeq), natural in X ; this follows from
the property that the forgetful functor to the underlying category preserves weak
equivalences.

The truncation functor �k W SymSeq! SymSeq is defined object-wise by

.�kX /Œr � WD

�
X Œr � for r � k,
� otherwise;

for each k � 1. In other words, �kX is the symmetric sequence obtained by truncating
X above level k . Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. It is easy
to verify that the canonical map of operads O! �1O factors through each truncation
�kO , and hence gives rise to a commutative diagram of operads

(3.5)

f�kOg W �1O �2Ooo �3Ooo � � �oo

fOg W

OO

O

OO CC 99

���
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and .O;O/–bimodules. In other words, associated to each such operad O is a coaug-
mented tower fOg ! f�kOg of operads and .O;O/–bimodules, where fOg denotes
the constant tower with value O . This tower underlies the following definition of
completion for O–algebras and left O–modules, which plays a key role in this paper.

Remark 3.6 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �.

(i) The canonical maps �1O!O! �1O of operads factor the identity map.

(ii) Note that OŒ0�D � and OŒ1�D I Œ1� if and only if �1O D I , ie if and only if
the operad O agrees with the initial operad I at levels 0 and 1.

Definition 3.7 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Let X be an
O–algebra (resp. left O–module). The completion tower of X is the coaugmented
tower of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules)

(3.8) fX g �! f�kO ıO .X /g
�
resp. fX g �! f�kO ıO X g

�
obtained by applying �ıO .X / (resp. �ıO X ) to the coaugmented tower (3.5). The
completion X^ of X is the O–algebra (resp. left O–module) defined by

(3.9) X^ WD limAlgO
k

�
�kO ıO .X /

� �
resp. X^ WD limLtO

k

�
�kO ıO X

��
I

ie the limit of the completion tower of X . Here, fX g denotes the constant tower with
value X . Thus, completion defines a coaugmented functor on AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Remark 3.10 We often suppress the forgetful functors Alg�kO! AlgO and Lt�kO!

LtO from the notation, as in (3.8).

3.11 Homotopy completion and topological Quillen homology

The purpose of this subsection is to introduce homotopy completion (Definition 3.13)
and topological Quillen homology (Definition 3.15).

In this paper we will primarily be interested in a homotopy invariant version of the
completion functor, which involves the following homotopy invariant version of the
limit functor on towers.

Definition 3.12 Let M be a model category with all small limits and let D be the
category f0  1  2  � � � g with objects the nonnegative integers and a single
morphism i j for each i � j . Consider the category MD of D–shaped diagrams (or
towers) in M with the injective model structure (see Goerss and Jardine [27, VI.1.1]).
The homotopy limit functor holimW Ho.MD/! Ho.M/ is the total right derived functor
of the limit functor limW MD!M.
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We are now in a good position to define homotopy completion.

Definition 3.13 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Let X be
an O–algebra (resp. left O–module). The homotopy completion X h^ of X is the
O–algebra (resp. left O–module) defined by

X h^
WD holimAlgO

k

�
�kO ıO .X c/

� �
resp. X h^

WD holimLtO
k

�
�kO ıO X c

��
;

the homotopy limit of the completion tower of the functorial cofibrant replacement X c

of X in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Remark 3.14 It is easy to check that if X is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left
O–module), then the weak equivalence X c!X induces zigzags of weak equivalences

X h^
' holimAlgO

k

�
�kO ıO .X /

�
' holimAlgO

k

�
�kO ıhO .X /

��
resp. X h^

' holimLtO
k

�
�kO ıO X

�
' holimLtO

k

�
�kO ıhO X

��
in AlgO (resp. LtO ), natural in X . Hence the homotopy completion X h^ of a
cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module) X may be calculated by taking
the homotopy limit of the completion tower of X .

In this paper we consider topological Quillen homology of an O–algebra (resp. left
O–module) as an object in AlgO (resp. LtO ) via the forgetful functor as follows.

Definition 3.15 If O is an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �, and X is an
O–algebra (resp. left O–module), then the topological Quillen homology TQ.X / of
X is the O–algebra (resp. left O–module) �1O ıhO .X / (resp. �1O ıhO X ).

In particular, when applied to a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module)
X , the completion tower interpolates between topological Quillen homology TQ.X /

and homotopy completion X h^ .

3.16 TQ–completion

The purpose of this subsection is to introduce a second naturally occurring notion of
completion for structured ring spectra, called TQ–completion, or less concisely, com-
pletion with respect to topological Quillen homology (Definition 3.21). Defining TQ–
completion requires the construction of a rigidification of the derived TQ–resolution
(3.18) from a diagram in the homotopy category to a diagram in the model category.
This rigidification problem is solved in Theorem 3.20.
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The TQ–completion construction is conceptual and can be thought of as a spectral
algebra analog of Sullivan’s [72; 73] localization and completion of spaces, Bousfield
and Kan’s [9, I.4] completion of spaces with respect to homology, and Carlsson’s [10,
II.4] and Arone and Kankaanrinta’s [3, 0.1] completion and localization of spaces with
respect to stable homotopy.

Here is the idea behind the construction. We want to define TQ–completion X^TQ of a
structured ring spectrum X to be the structured ring spectrum defined by (showing
only the coface maps) the homotopy limit of

X^TQ WD holim�
�
TQ.X / //// .TQ/2.X / ////

//
.TQ/3.X / � � �

�
;

the cosimplicial resolution (or Godement resolution) with respect to the monad (or
triple) TQ. However, there are technical details that one needs to resolve in order to
make sense of this definition for TQ–completion. This is because TQ naturally arises
as a functor on the level of the homotopy categories, and to work with and make sense
of the homotopy limit holim� we need a point-set level construction of the derived
TQ–cosimplicial resolution (3.18) or, more precisely, a construction on the level of
model categories. Successfully resolving this issue is the purpose of the rest of this
subsection, and amounts to solving a rigidification problem (Theorem 3.20) for the
derived cosimplicial resolution with respect to TQ.

Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Then the canonical map of
operads f W O! �1O induces a Quillen adjunction as in (3.1) and hence induces a
corresponding adjunction

(3.17) Ho.AlgO/
Lf� // Ho.Alg�1O/
Rf �
oo

�
resp. Ho.LtO/

Lf� // Ho.Lt�1O/
Rf �
oo

�
on the homotopy categories. Hence topological Quillen homology TQ is the monad (or
triple) on the homotopy category Ho.AlgO/ (resp. Ho.LtO/) associated to the derived
adjunction (3.17). Denote by K the corresponding comonad (or cotriple)

id �! TQ (unit); id � K (counit);

TQTQ �! TQ (multiplication); KK � K (comultiplication);

on Ho.Alg�1O/ (resp. Ho.Lt�1O/). Then TQ D Rf �Lf� and K D Lf�Rf
� , and

it follows that for any O–algebra (resp. left O–module) X, the adjunction (3.17)
determines a cosimplicial resolution of X with respect to topological Quillen homology
TQ of the form:

(3.18) X // TQ.X / //// TQ2.X / ////
//oo

TQ3.X / � � �

oooo
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This derived TQ–resolution can be thought of as encoding what it means for TQ.X / to
have the structure of a K–coalgebra. More precisely, the extra structure on TQ.X / is
the K–coalgebra structure on the underlying object Lf�.X / of TQ.X /. One difficulty
in working with the diagram (3.18) is that it lives in the homotopy category Ho.AlgO/

(resp. Ho.LtO/). The purpose of the rigidification theorem below is to construct a
model of (3.18) that lives in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Consider any factorization of the canonical map f W O ! �1O in the category of
operads as

O
g
�! J1

h
�! �1O;

a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence (Definition 5.47) with respect to the
positive flat stable model structure on ModR (Definition 7.10); it is easy to verify
that such factorizations exist using a small object argument (Proposition 5.48). The
corresponding change of operads adjunctions have the form

(3.19) AlgO
g� // AlgJ1
g�
oo

h� // Alg�1O
h�
oo

�
resp. LtO

g� // LtJ1

g�
oo

h� // Lt�1O
h�
oo

�
with left adjoints on top and g�; h� the forgetful functors (more accurately, but less
concisely, also called the “restriction along g; h, respectively, of the operad action”).
These are Quillen adjunctions and since h is a weak equivalence it follows that the
.h�; h

�/ adjunction is a Quillen equivalence (Theorem 7.21). We defer the proof of
the following rigidification theorem to Section 5 (just after Theorem 5.49).

Theorem 3.20 (Rigidification theorem for derived TQ–resolutions) Let O be an
operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Assume that OŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in
ModR for each r � 0. If X is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module)
and n�1, then there are weak equivalences .g�g�/n.X /'TQn.X / natural in such X .

The following description of TQ–completion is closely related to Carlsson [11] and [34].

Definition 3.21 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �. Assume
that OŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in ModR for each r � 0. Let X be an O–algebra
(resp. left O–module). The TQ–completion (or completion with respect to topological
Quillen homology) X^TQ of X is the O–algebra (resp. left O–module) defined by
(showing only the coface maps) the homotopy limit of the cosimplicial resolution

(3.22) X^TQ WD holim�
�
.g�g�/.X

c/ //// .g�g�/
2.X c/ ////

//
.g�g�/

3.X c/ � � �
�
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(or Godement resolution) of the functorial cofibrant replacement X c of X in AlgO
(resp. LtO ) with respect to the monad g�g� . Here, holim� is calculated in the category
of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules).

Remark 3.23 The .g�g�/–resolution can be thought of as encoding what it means
for TQ.X / to have the structure of a K–coalgebra. More precisely, the extra structure
on g�g�.X

c/' TQ.X / is the .g�g�/–coalgebra structure on the underlying object
g�.X

c/ of g�g�.X
c/. In particular, the comonad .g�g�/ provides a point-set model

for the derived comonad K that coacts on TQ.X / (up to a Quillen equivalence). This
point-set model of K is conjecturally related to the Koszul dual cooperad associated to
O (see, for instance, Ching [13], Fresse [21] and Ginzburg and Kapranov [23]).

It follows that the cosimplicial resolution in (3.22) provides a rigidification of the derived
cosimplicial resolution (3.18). One of our motivations for introducing the homotopy
completion tower was its role as a potentially useful tool in analyzing TQ–completion
defined above, but an investigation of these properties and the TQ–completion functor
will be the subject of other papers and will not be elaborated here.

3.24 Comparing homotopy completion towers

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 3.26, which compares homotopy
completion towers along a map of operads.

Let gW O0! O be a map of operads in R–modules, and for each O–algebra (resp.
left O–module) X , consider the corresponding O0–algebra (resp. left O0–module)
X given by forgetting the left O–action along the map g ; here we have dropped the
forgetful functor g� from the notation. Consider the map ∅! X in AlgO0 (resp.
LtO0 ) and use functorial factorization in AlgO0 (resp. LtO0 ) to obtain

(3.25) ∅ �!X 0 �!X;

a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration.

In the next theorem we establish that replacing an operad O by a weakly equivalent
operad O0 changes the homotopy completion tower of X only up to natural weak
equivalence. In particular, the homotopy completion of X as an O0–algebra is weakly
equivalent to its homotopy completion as an O–algebra.
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Theorem 3.26 (Comparison theorem for homotopy completion towers) Let gW O0!
O be a map of operads in R–modules such that O0Œ0�D � and OŒ0�D �. If X is an
O–algebra (resp. left O–module), then there are maps of towers

(3.27)

fX 0g

��

fX 0g

.]/

��

// fX g

��
f�kO0 ıO0 .X 0/g

.�/ // f�kO ıO0 .X 0/g
.��/ // f�kO ıO .X /g;

respectively

(3.28)

fX 0g

��

fX 0g

.]/

��

// fX g

��
f�kO0 ıO0 X 0g

.�/ // f�kO ıO0 X 0g
.��/ // f�kO ıO X g;

of O0–algebras (resp. left O0–modules), natural in X . If, furthermore, g is a weak
equivalence in the underlying category SymSeq, and X is fibrant and cofibrant in AlgO
(resp. LtO ), then the maps .�/ and .��/ are level-wise weak equivalences; here, we
are using the notation (3.25) to denote functorial cofibrant replacement of X as an
O0–algebra (resp. left O0–module).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. The map of operads O0!O
induces a commutative diagram of towers

(3.29)

fO0g

��

// fOg

��
f�kO0g // f�kOg

of operads and .O0;O0/–bimodules; here, fO0g and fOg denote the constant towers
with values O0 and O , respectively.

Consider the map of towers .�/. Each map �kO0 ıO0 X 0 ! �kO ıO0 X 0 in .�/ is
obtained by applying � ıO0 X 0 to the map �kO0 ! �kO . By (3.29), this map is
isomorphic to the composite

�kO0 ıO0 X 0
�
�! �kO ı�kO0 �kO0 ıO0 ıX 0 Š �kO ıO0 X 0;

where �W id ! �kO ı�kO0 � is the unit map associated to the change of operads
adjunction Lt�kO0

// Lt�kOoo . If, furthermore, g is a weak equivalence in SymSeq,
then the map �kO0! �kO is a weak equivalence, and since X 0 is cofibrant in LtO0
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it follows from Theorem 7.21 and Proposition 7.23 that .�/ is a level-wise weak
equivalence.

Consider the map of towers .��/ and the change of operads adjunction LtO0
//LtOoo .

The weak equivalence X 0!X of left O0–modules in (3.25) has corresponding adjoint
map �W O ıO0 X 0 ! X . Each map �kO ıO0 X 0 ! �kO ıO X in .��/ is obtained
by applying �kO ıO � to the map � . If, furthermore, g is a weak equivalence in
SymSeq, and X is fibrant and cofibrant in LtO , then by Theorem 7.21 the map � is a
weak equivalence between cofibrant objects in LtO , and hence .��/ is a level-wise
weak equivalence. To finish the proof, it suffices to describe the map of towers .]/
in (3.28). Each map X 0! �kO ıO0 X 0 is obtained by applying �ıO0 X 0 to the map
O0! �kO .

We defer the proof of the following proposition to Section 5.

Proposition 3.30 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Then there
exists a map of operads gW O0!O such that O0Œ0�D �, and

(i) g is a weak equivalence in the underlying category SymSeq,

(ii) O0 satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15.

Later in this paper, we need the following observation that certain homotopy limits
commute with the forgetful functor.

Proposition 3.31 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Consider any tower B0  

B1 B2 � � � of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules). There are natural zigzags

U holimAlgO
k

Bk ' holimk UBk

�
resp. U holimLtO

k
Bk ' holimk UBk

�
of weak equivalences. Here, U is the forgetful functor (2.20).

Proof This follows from the dual of [32, proof of 3.15], together with the observation
that the forgetful functor U preserves weak equivalences and that fibrant towers are
level-wise fibrant.

4 Homotopical analysis of the completion tower

The purpose of this section is to prove the main theorems stated in the introduction
(Theorems 1.5, 1.8, 1.9 and 1.12). The unifying approach behind each of these theorems
is to systematically exploit induction “up the homotopy completion tower” together with
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explicit calculations of the layers in terms of simplicial bar constructions (Theorem 4.21
and Proposition 4.36). An important property of these layer calculations, which we
fully exploit in the proofs of the main theorems, is that the simplicial bar construc-
tions are particularly amenable to systematic connectivity and finiteness estimates
(Propositions 4.30, 4.32 and 4.43–4.47).

The first step to proving the main theorems is to establish conditions under which the
homotopy completion tower of X converges strongly to X . This is accomplished
in Theorem 1.12, which necessarily is the first of the main theorems to be proved.
Establishing strong convergence amounts to verifying that the connectivity of the
natural maps from X into each stage of the tower increase as you go up the tower, and
verifying this essentially reduces to understanding the implications of the connectivity
estimates in Propositions 4.30 and 4.32 when studied in the context of the calculations
in Propositions 4.13 and 4.28 (see Proposition 4.33).

The upshot of strong convergence is that to calculate �iX for a fixed i , one only
needs to calculate �i of a (sufficiently high but) finite stage of the tower. Having to
only go “finitely high up the tower” to calculate �iX , together with the explicit layer
calculations in Theorem 4.21 and Proposition 4.36, are the key technical properties
underlying our approach to the main theorems. For instance, our approach to the TQ

finiteness theorem (Theorem 1.5) is to (i) start with an assumption about the finiteness
properties of �i of TQ–homology (which is the bottom stage of the tower), (ii) to
use explicit calculations of the layers of the tower to prove that these same finiteness
properties are inherited by �i of the layers and (iii) to conclude that these finiteness
properties are inherited by �i of each stage of the tower. Strong convergence of the
homotopy completion tower then finishes the proof of the TQ finiteness theorem. It is
essentially in this manner that we systematically exploit induction “up the homotopy
completion tower” to prove each of the main theorems stated in the introduction.

4.1 Simplicial bar constructions and the homotopy completion tower

Recall that R is any commutative ring spectrum (Basic assumption 1.2) and that
.ModR;^;R/ denotes the closed symmetric monoidal category of R–modules (see
Definition 7.4). Denote by S (resp. S� ) the category of simplicial sets (resp. pointed
simplicial sets). There are adjunctions

S
.�/C //S�

U
oo

R˝G0//ModR;oo

with left adjoints on top and U the forgetful functor (see Proposition 7.2 for the
tensor product ˝ notation together with (7.8)). The functor R˝G0 is left adjoint
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to “evaluation at 0”; the notation agrees with Section 7.7 and Hovey, Shipley and
Smith [39, after 2.2.5]. Note that if X 2 ModR and K 2 S� , then there are natural
isomorphisms X ^K ŠX ^ .R˝G0K/ in ModR ; in other words, taking the object-
wise smash product of X with K (as pointed simplicial sets) is the same as taking the
smash product of X with R˝G0K (as R–modules).

Recall the usual realization functor on simplicial R–modules and simplicial symmetric
sequences; see also Goerss and Jardine [27, IV.1, VII.1].

Definition 4.2 Consider symmetric sequences in ModR . The realization functors j�j
for simplicial R–modules and simplicial symmetric sequences are defined object-wise
by the coends

j � jW sModR �!ModR; X 7�! jX j WDX ^��Œ��C;

j � jW sSymSeq �! SymSeq; X 7�! jX j WDX ^��Œ��C:

Proposition 4.3 The realization functors fit into adjunctions

(4.4) sModR
j�j //

ModR;oo sSymSeq
j�j // SymSeq;oo

with left adjoints on top.

Proof Consider the case of R–modules (resp. symmetric sequences). Using the
universal property of coends, it is easy to verify that the functor given object-wise by
Map.R˝G0�Œ��C;Y / is a right adjoint of j � j.

The following is closely related to Goerss and Jardine [27, IV.1.7] and Elmendorf, Kriz,
Mandell and May [18, X.2.4]; see also Dugger and Isaksen[14, A] and Hirschhorn [36,
Chapter 18].

Proposition 4.5 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of simplicial R–modules. If f is
a monomorphism (resp. object-wise weak equivalence), then jf jW jX j ! jY j is a
monomorphism (resp. weak equivalence).

Proof This is verified exactly as in [32, proof of 4.8, 4.9], except using .ModR;^;R/
instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/.

The following is closely related to [18, X.1.3].
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Proposition 4.6 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules.

(a) If X;Y are simplicial R–modules, then there is a natural isomorphism
jX ^Y j Š jX j ^ jY j.

(b) If X;Y are simplicial symmetric sequences, then there are natural isomorphisms
jX L̋ Y j Š jX j L̋ jY j and jX ıY j Š jX j ı jY j.

(c) If O is a symmetric sequence, and B is a simplicial symmetric sequence, then
there is a natural isomorphism

jOŒk�^†k
B
L̋ k
j ŠOŒk�^†k

jBj
L̋ k

for every k � 2.

Here, smash products, tensor products and circle products of simplicial objects are
defined object-wise.

Remark 4.7 If X 2 sS� , denote by jX j WDX ^��Œ��C the realization of X . There
is a natural isomorphism X ���Œ��Š jX j.

Proof of Proposition 4.6 Consider part (a). Let X;Y be simplicial objects in S� .
By Remark 4.7, together with [27, IV.1.4], there is a natural isomorphism jX �Y j Š

jX j � jY j. Since the realization j � jW sS� ! S� is a left adjoint it commutes with
colimits, and thus there is a natural isomorphism jX ^Y j Š jX j ^ jY j. Let X;Y be
simplicial R–modules and recall that X ^ Y Š X ˝R Y . It follows that there are
natural isomorphisms jX ^Y jŠ colim. jX j˝ jY j jX j˝ jRj˝ jY joooo /ŠjX j^jY j:

Parts (b) and (c) follow from part (a), together with the property that the realization
j � j is a left adjoint and hence commutes with colimits.

Remark 4.8 Let O be an operad in R–modules. It follows easily from Proposition 4.6
that if X is a simplicial O–algebra (resp. simplicial left O–module), then the realization
of its underlying simplicial object jX j has an induced O–algebra (resp. left O–module)
structure; it follows that the realization of the underlying simplicial objects induces
functors j � jW sAlgO! AlgO and j � jW sLtO! LtO:

Remark 4.9 In this paper we use the notation Bar, as in Proposition 4.10 below, to
denote the simplicial bar construction (with respect to circle product) defined in [32,
5.30].
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Proposition 4.10 Let O!O0 be a morphism of operads in R–modules. Let X be a
cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module). If the simplicial bar construction
Bar.O;O;X / is object-wise cofibrant in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then the natural map

jBar.O0;O;X /j '�!O0 ıO .X /
�
resp. jBar.O0;O;X /j '�!O0 ıO X

�
is a weak equivalence.

Proof This follows easily from Theorem 7.25 and its proof.

The following theorem illustrates some of the good properties of the (positive) flat
stable model structures (Section 7). We defer the proof to Section 5.

Theorem 4.11 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒr � is flat stable cofi-
brant in ModR for each r � 0.

(a) If j W A!B is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then
j is a positive flat stable cofibration in ModR (resp. SymSeq).

(b) If A is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module) and OŒ0� D �,
then A is positive flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq).

If X is an O–algebra (resp. left O–module), then under appropriate cofibrancy con-
ditions the coaugmented tower fjBar.O;O;X /jg ! fjBar.�kO;O;X /jg obtained by
applying jBar.�;O;X /j to the coaugmented tower (3.5), provides a weakly equivalent
“fattened version” of the completion tower of X .

Cofibrancy condition 4.12 If O is an operad in R–modules, assume that OŒr � is
flat stable cofibrant in ModR for each r � 0.

Proposition 4.13 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �. Assume
that O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 4.12. If X is a cofibrant left O–module, then in
the commutative diagram

fjBar.O;O;X /jg

'

��

// fjBar.�kO;O;X /jg

'

��
fX g // f�kO ıO X g

of towers in LtO , the vertical maps are level-wise weak equivalences.

Remark 4.14 It follows from Remark 4.8 that this diagram is a diagram of towers of
left O–modules.
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Proof Since X is a cofibrant left O–module, by Theorem 4.11 the simplicial bar con-
struction Bar.O;O;X / is object-wise cofibrant in LtO , and Proposition 4.10 finishes
the proof.

4.15 Homotopy fiber sequences and the homotopy completion tower

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 1.12(c). We begin by introducing
the following useful notation. For each k � 0, the functor ik W SymSeq! SymSeq is
defined object-wise by

.ikX /Œr � WD

�
X Œk� for r D k,
� otherwise:

In other words, ikX is the symmetric sequence concentrated at k with value X Œk�.

Proposition 4.16 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Let X be
an O–algebra (resp. left O–module) and k � 2. Then the left-hand pushout diagram

(4.17)

ikO
� //

��

�kO

��
� // �k�1O

jBar.ikO;O;X /j

��

.�/ // jBar.�kO;O;X /j

��
� // jBar.�k�1O;O;X /j

in RtO induces the right-hand pushout diagram in AlgI (resp. SymSeq). The map .�/
is a monomorphism, the left-hand diagram is a pullback diagram in Bi.O;O/ , and the
right-hand diagram is a pullback diagram in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. The right-hand diagram
is obtained by applying jBar.�;O;X /j to the left-hand diagram. Since the forgetful
functor RtO ! SymSeq preserves colimits, the left-hand diagram is also a pushout
diagram in SymSeq. It follows from the adjunction (2.9) that applying Bar.�;O;X /
to the left-hand diagram gives a pushout diagram of simplicial symmetric sequences.
Noting that the realization functor j � j is a left adjoint and preserves monomorphisms
(Proposition 4.3 and Proposition 4.5), together with the fact that pullbacks in Bi.O;O/
and LtO are calculated in the underlying category, finishes the proof.

Proposition 4.18 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �, and let
k � 2.

(a) The canonical maps ikO!O! ikO in Rt�1O factor the identity map.
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(b) The functors ikO ı�1O .�/W Alg�1O ! AlgO and ikO ı�1O �W Lt�1O ! LtO
preserve weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, and hence the total left de-
rived functors ikO ıh�1O .�/ and ikO ıh�1O � exist (see Dwyer and Spalinski [17,
9.3, 9.5]).

Proof Part (a) is clear. To prove part (b), it suffices to consider the case of left �1O–
modules. Let B! B0 be a weak equivalence between cofibrant objects in Lt�1O . By
part (a) there is a retract of maps of the form

ikO ı�1O B

.�/
��

// O ı�1O B

.��/
��

// ikO ı�1O B

.�/
��

ikO ı�1O B0 // O ı�1O B0 // ikO ı�1O B0

in SymSeq. Since O ı�1O �W Lt�1O ! LtO is a left Quillen functor (induced by the
canonical map �1O!O of operads), we know that .��/ is a weak equivalence and
hence .�/ is a weak equivalence.

The following theorem illustrates a few more of the good properties of the (positive)
flat stable model structures (Section 7). We defer the proof to Section 6.

Theorem 4.19 Let f W O!O0 be a morphism of operads in R–modules such that
OŒ0�D �. Assume that O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15. Let Y be an O–algebra
(resp. left O–module) and consider the simplicial bar construction Bar.O0;O;Y /.

(a) If Y is positive flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq), then Bar.O0;O;Y /
is Reedy cofibrant in sAlgO0 (resp. sLtO0 ).

(b) If Y is positive flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq), then jBar.O0;O;Y /j
is cofibrant in AlgO0 (resp. LtO0 ).

Proposition 4.20 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D�. Assume that
O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15. If X is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant
left O–module), then jBar.�1O;O;X /j is cofibrant in Alg�1O (resp. Lt�1O ).

Proof This follows from Theorem 4.19 and Theorem 4.11.

Next we explicitly calculate the k th layer of the homotopy completion tower.
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Theorem 4.21 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Assume that
O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15. Let X be an O–algebra (resp. left O–module),
and let k � 2.

(a) There is a homotopy fiber sequence of the form

ikO ıh�1O
�
TQ.X /

�
�! �kO ıhO .X / �! �k�1O ıhO .X /�

resp. ikO ıh�1O TQ.X / �! �kO ıhO X �! �k�1O ıhO X
�

in AlgO (resp. LtO ), natural in X .

(b) If X is cofibrant in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then there are natural weak equivalences

jBar.ikO;O;X /j ' ikO ı�1O .jBar.�1O;O;X /j/' ikO ıh�1O
�
TQ.X /

��
resp. jBar.ikO;O;X /j ' ikO ı�1O jBar.�1O;O;X /j ' ikO ıh�1O TQ.X /

�
:

(c) If X is cofibrant in AlgO (resp. LtO ) and OŒ1�D I Œ1�, then there are natural weak
equivalences

OŒk�^†k
jBar.I;O;X /j^k

' ikO ıh�1O
�
TQ.X /

�
�
resp. OŒk�^†k

jBar.I;O;X /j L̋ k
' ikO ıh�1O TQ.X /

�
:

For useful material related to homotopy fiber sequences, see Goerss and Jardine [27,
II.8, II.8.20].

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider part (a). It is enough
to treat the special case where X is a cofibrant left O–module. By Proposition 4.16
there is a homotopy fiber sequence of the form

(4.22) jBar.ikO;O;X /j �! jBar.�kO;O;X /j �! jBar.�k�1O;O;X /j

in LtO , natural in X . By Proposition 4.13 we know that (4.22) has the form

jBar.ikO;O;X /j �! �kO ıhO X �! �k�1O ıhO X:

Since the right O–action map ikOıO! ikO factors as ikOıO! ikOı�1O! ikO ,
there are natural isomorphisms

(4.23) Bar.ikO;O;X /Š ikO ı�1O Bar.�1O;O;X /

of simplicial left O–modules. Applying the realization functor to (4.23), it follows
from Proposition 4.6, Proposition 4.20, Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 4.13 that there
are natural weak equivalences

(4.24) jBar.ikO;O;X /j ' ikO ı�1O jBar.�1O;O;X /j ' ikO ıh�1O TQ.X /
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which finishes the proof of part (a). Part (b) follows from the proof of part (a) above.

Consider part (c). Proceed as in the proof of part (a) above, and assume furthermore
that OŒ1�D I Œ1�. It follows from (2.8) that

ikO ı jBar.I;O;X /j 'OŒk�^†k
jBar.I;O;X /j L̋ k

from which we can conclude, by applying the second equivalence in (4.24), since
�1OD I (Definition 2.16).

Proposition 4.25 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �. Assume
that O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15. Let f W X ! Y be a map between cofibrant
objects in AlgO (resp. LtO ). If the induced map

jBar.�1O;O;X /j
'
�! jBar.�1O;O;Y /j

is a weak equivalence, then the induced map

jBar.�kO;O;X /j
'
�! jBar.�kO;O;Y /j

is a weak equivalence for each k � 2.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider the commutative
diagram

(4.26)

jBar.ikO;O;X /j

��

// jBar.�kO;O;X /j

��

// jBar.�k�1O;O;X /j

��
jBar.ikO;O;Y /j // jBar.�kO;O;Y /j // jBar.�k�1O;O;Y /j

in SymSeq. It follows from Theorem 4.21 that the left-hand vertical map is a weak
equivalence for each k � 2. If k D 2, then the right-hand vertical map is a weak
equivalence by assumption, hence by Proposition 4.16 and induction on k , the middle
vertical map is a weak equivalence for each k � 2.

Proof of Theorem 1.12(c) It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. By
Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30 and Proposition 3.31, we can suppose that O satisfies
Cofibrancy condition 1.15. We can restrict to the following special case. Let f W X!Y

be a map of left O–modules between cofibrant objects in LtO such that the induced
map �1O ıO X ! �1O ıO Y is a weak equivalence. We need to verify that the
induced map f�W �kO ıO X ! �kO ıO Y is a weak equivalence for each k � 2.
We know by Theorem 4.11 that X;Y are positive flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq. If
k D 1, the map f� is a weak equivalence by assumption, and hence the induced map
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jBar.�1O;O;X /j ! jBar.�1O;O;Y /j is a weak equivalence by Proposition 4.13. It
follows from Proposition 4.25 and Proposition 4.13 that f� is a weak equivalence for
each k � 2, which finishes the proof.

4.27 Strong convergence of the homotopy completion tower

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 1.12(a). For each k � 0, the functor
.�/>k W SymSeq! SymSeq is defined object-wise by

.X>k/Œr � WD

�
X Œr � for r > k,
� otherwise:

Proposition 4.28 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Let X be
an O–algebra (resp. left O–module) and k � 1. Then the left-hand pushout diagram

(4.29)
O>k

��

� // O

��
� // �kO

jBar.O>k ;O;X /j

��

.�/ // jBar.O;O;X /j

��
� // jBar.�kO;O;X /j

in RtO induces the right-hand pushout diagram in AlgI (resp. SymSeq). The map .�/
is a monomorphism, the left-hand diagram is a pullback diagram in Bi.O;O/ and the
right-hand diagram is a pullback diagram in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. The right-hand diagram is
obtained by applying jBar.�;O;X /j to the left-hand diagram, and exactly the same
argument used in the proof of Proposition 4.16 allows to conclude.

The following two propositions are well known in stable homotopy theory. For the
convenience of the reader, we have included short homotopical proofs in the context
of symmetric spectra; see also Jardine [40, 4.3]. We defer the proof of the second
proposition to Section 5.

Proposition 4.30 Let f W X ! Y be a morphism of simplicial symmetric spectra
(resp. simplicial R–modules). Let k 2 Z.

(a) If Y is object-wise k –connected, then jY j is k –connected.

(b) If f is object-wise k –connected, then jf jW jX j ! jY j is k –connected.
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Proof Consider part (b) for the case of symmetric spectra. We need to verify that
the realization jf jW jX j ! jY j is k –connected. By exactly the same argument as
in the proof of [32, 9.21], it follows from a filtration of degenerate subobjects (see
also [40, 4.3]) that the induced map DfnW DXn!DYn on degenerate subobjects is
k –connected for each n� 1. Using exactly the same argument as in the proof of [32,
4.8], it then follows from the skeletal filtration of realization that jf j is k –connected.
Part (a) follows from part (b) by considering the map �! Y . The case of R–modules
reduces to the case of symmetric spectra by applying the forgetful functor.

Remark 4.31 It is important to note (Basic assumption 1.2), particularly below in
Proposition 4.32, that the tensor product ˝S denotes the usual smash product of sym-
metric spectra (see Hovey, Shipley and Smith [39, 2.2.3]). For notational convenience,
in this paper we use the smash product notation ^ to denote the smash product of R–
modules (Definition 7.4), since the entire paper is written in this context. In particular,
in the special case when RD S , the two agree ^D˝S .

Proposition 4.32 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules. Let m; n 2 Z and
t � 1. Assume that R is .�1/–connected.

(a) If X;Y are symmetric spectra such that X is m–connected and Y is n–
connected, then X ˝L

S
Y is .mC nC 1/–connected.

(b) If X;Y are R–modules such that X is m–connected and Y is n–connected,
then X ^L Y is .mC nC 1/–connected.

(c) If X;Y are R–modules with a right (resp. left) †t –action such that X is
m–connected and Y is n–connected, then X ^L

†t
Y is .mC nC 1/–connected.

(d) If X;Y are symmetric sequences such that X is m–connected and Y is n–
connected, then X L̋

L
Y is .mC nC 1/–connected.

(e) If X;Y are symmetric sequences with a right (resp. left) †t –action such that
X is m–connected and Y is n–connected, then X L̋

L
†t

Y is .mC nC 1/–
connected.

Here the functors ˝L
S

, ^L , ^L
†t

, L̋ L and L̋ L†t
are the total left derived functors of

˝S , ^, ^†t
, L̋ and L̋ †t

respectively.

Proposition 4.33 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �. Assume
that O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 4.12. Let X be a cofibrant O–algebra (resp.
cofibrant left O–module) and k � 1. If O;R are .�1/–connected and X is 0–
connected, then jBar.�kO;O;X /j is 0–connected and both jBar.O>k ;O;X /j and
jBar.ikC1O;O;X /j are k –connected.
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Proof This follows from Theorem 4.11, Proposition 4.30 and Proposition 4.32.

The following Milnor-type short exact sequences are well known in stable homotopy
theory (for a recent reference, see Dwyer, Greenlees and Iyengar [16]); they can be
established as a consequence of Bousfield and Kan [9, IX].

Proposition 4.34 Consider any tower B0 B1 B2 � � � of symmetric spectra
(resp. R–modules). There are natural short exact sequences

0 �! lim1
k �iC1Bk �! �i holimk Bk �! limk �iBk �! 0:

Proof of Theorem 1.12(a) It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. By
Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30 and Proposition 3.31, we can restrict to operads O
satisfying Cofibrancy condition 1.15. It is enough to treat the following special case.
Let X be a 0–connected, cofibrant left O–module. We need to verify that the natural
coaugmentation X ' holimk X ! holimk.�kO ıO X / is a weak equivalence. By
Proposition 4.13 it suffices to verify that

holimk jBar.O;O;X /j �! holimk jBar.�kO;O;X /j

is a weak equivalence. Consider the commutative diagram

�i holimk jBar.O;O;X /j

Š

��

.�/ // �i holimk jBar.�kO;O;X /j

.�00/

��
limk �i jBar.O;O;X /j

.�0/ // limk �i jBar.�kO;O;X /j

for each i . Since lim1
k �iC1jBar.O;O;X /j D 0, the left-hand vertical map is an

isomorphism by Proposition 4.34. We need to show that the map .�/ is an isomor-
phism, hence it suffices to verify that .�0/ and .�00/ are isomorphisms. First note that
Proposition 4.28 and Proposition 4.33 imply that .�0/ is an isomorphism. Similarly,
by Proposition 4.16 and Proposition 4.33, it follows that for each k � 1 the induced
map �i jBar.�kC1O;O;X /j ! �i jBar.�kO;O;X /j is an isomorphism for i � k and
a surjection for i D kC 1; in particular, for each fixed i the tower of abelian groups
f�i jBar.�kO;O;X /jg is eventually constant. Hence lim1

k �iC1jBar.�kO;O;X /j D 0

and by Proposition 4.34 the map .�00/ is an isomorphism which finishes the proof. By
the argument above, note that for each k � 1 the natural maps �iX ! �i.�kO ıO X /

and �i.�kC1O ıO X /! �i.�kO ıO X / are isomorphisms for i � k and surjections
for i D kC 1; we sometimes refer to this as the strong convergence of the homotopy
completion tower.
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4.35 On n–connected maps and the homotopy completion tower

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorems 1.8, 1.9 and 1.12(b).

Proposition 4.36 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �. Assume
that O satisfies Cofibrancy condition 1.15. Let X be a cofibrant O–algebra (resp.
cofibrant left O–module) and k � 2. There are natural weak equivalences

(4.37) jBar.ikO;O;X /j ' jBar.ikO; �1O; jBar.�1O;O;X /j/j:

Below we give a simple conceptual proof of this proposition using derived functors. An
anonymous referee has suggested an alternate proof working directly with (bi)simplicial
bar constructions, for which the interested reader may jump directly to Remark 4.39.
The following proposition is an easy exercise in commuting certain left derived functors
and homotopy colimits; we defer the proof to Section 5.

Proposition 4.38 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0�D �. Let k � 2.
If B is a simplicial �1O–algebra (resp. simplicial left �1O–module), then there is a
zigzag of weak equivalences

ikO ıh�1O
�
hocolim

Alg�1O
�op B

�
' hocolimAlgO

�op ikO ıh�1O .B/�
resp. ikO ıh�1O hocolim

Lt�1O
�op B ' hocolimLtO

�op ikO ıh�1O B
�

natural in B .

Proof of Proposition 4.36 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. For
notational ease, define B WD jBar.�1O;O;X /j. By Theorems 4.21 and 7.27, Proposi-
tions 4.38 and 4.20 and Theorem 7.26, there are natural weak equivalences

jBar.ikO;O;X /j ' ikO ıh�1O B

' ikO ıh�1O hocolim
Lt�1O
�op Bar.�1O; �1O;B/

' hocolimLtO
�op ikO ıh�1O Bar.�1O; �1O;B/

' hocolimLtO
�op ikO ı�1O Bar.�1O; �1O;B/

' hocolimLtO
�op Bar.ikO; �1O;B/' jBar.ikO; �1O;B/j:

Remark 4.39 Here is an alternate proof of Proposition 4.36 that was suggested by an
anonymous referee. It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. For notational
ease, define B WD jBar.ikO; �1O; �1O/j. The right-hand side of (4.37) is isomorphic
to jBar.B;O;X /j (they are both realizations of a bisimplicial symmetric sequence).
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Noting that the natural map B ! ikO of right �1O–modules (and hence of right
O–modules) is a weak equivalence (see, for instance, [32, 8.4, 8.3]), together with
Theorem 4.11 and Proposition 4.5, it follows that jBar.B;O;X /j! jBar.ikO;O;X /j
is a weak equivalence, which finishes the proof.

Proof of Theorem 1.8 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. By
Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30 and Proposition 3.31, we can restrict to operads
O satisfying Cofibrancy condition 1.15. It is enough to treat the special case where X

is a cofibrant left O–module.

Consider part (a). Assume that �1OıOX is n–connected. Then jBar.�1O;O;X /j is n–
connected by Proposition 4.13, hence by Propositions 4.30, 4.32, 4.36 and Theorem 4.11,
it follows that jBar.ikC1O;O;X /j is ..k C 1/n C k/–connected for each k � 1.
Hence it follows from Propositions 4.16 and 4.13 that for each k � 1 the natural
maps �i.�kC1O ıO X /! �i.�kO ıO X / are isomorphisms for i � .k C 1/nC k

and surjections for i D .kC 1/.nC 1/. In particular, for each i � 2nC 1 the tower
f�i.�kO ıO X /g is a tower of isomorphisms, and since �1O ıO X is n–connected,
it follows that each stage in the tower f�kO ıO X g is n–connected. Since X is
0–connected by assumption, it follows from strong convergence of the homotopy
completion tower (proof of Theorem 1.12(a)) that the map �iX ! �i.�kO ıO X / is
an isomorphism for every i � k . Hence taking k sufficiently large (k � n) verifies
that X is n–connected.

Conversely, assume that X is n–connected. Then by Theorem 4.11, Proposition 4.30
and Proposition 4.32, it follows that jBar.�kO;O;X /j is n–connected and both
jBar.O>k ;O;X /j and jBar.ikC1O;O;X /j are ..k C 1/nC k/–connected for each
k � 1. It follows from Propositions 4.16, 4.28 and 4.13 that for each k � 1 the
natural maps �iX ! �i.�kO ıO X / and �i.�kC1O ıO X / ! �i.�kO ıO X / are
isomorphisms for i � .kC1/nCk and surjections for iD .kC1/.nC1/. Consequently,
�iX!�i.�1OıOX / is an isomorphism for i � 2nC1 and a surjection for i D 2nC2.
Since X is n–connected, it follows that �1O ıO X is n–connected.

Consider part (b). Assume that �1O ıO X is n–connected. Then it follows from the
proof of part (a) above that �iX ! �i.�1O ıO X / is an isomorphism for i � 2nC 1

and a surjection for i D 2nC 2.

Proof of Theorem 1.12(b) The homotopy completion spectral sequence is the ho-
motopy spectral sequence (see Bousfield and Kan [9]) associated to the tower of
fibrations (of fibrant objects) of a fibrant replacement (Definition 3.12) of the homotopy
completion tower, reindexed as a (second quadrant) homologically graded spectral
sequence. Strong convergence (Remark 1.13) follows immediately from the first part
of the proof of Theorem 1.8 by taking nD 0.
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We defer the proof of the following to Section 5.

Proposition 4.40 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules. Let f W X !Z be
a map between .�1/–connected objects in ModR (resp. SymSeq). Let m2Z, n��1,
and t � 1. Assume that R is .�1/–connected.

(a) If X;Z are flat stable cofibrant and f is n–connected, then X^t !Z^t (resp.
X
L̋ t !Z

L̋ t ) is n–connected.

(b) If B 2Mod
†

op
t

R (resp. B 2 SymSeq†
op
t ) is m–connected, X;Z are positive flat

stable cofibrant and f is n–connected, then B ^†t
X^t ! B ^†t

Z^t (resp.
B L̋ †t

X
L̋ t ! B L̋ †t

Z
L̋ t ) is .mC nC 1/–connected.

Proposition 4.41 Let n 2 Z. If fAkg ! fBkg is a map of towers in symmetric
spectra (resp. R–modules) that is level-wise n–connected, then the induced map
holimk Ak ! holimk Bk is .n� 1/–connected.

Proof This follows from the short exact sequences in Proposition 4.34.

Proof of Theorem 1.9 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. By
Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30 and Proposition 3.31, we can restrict to operads
O satisfying Cofibrancy condition 1.15.

We first prove part (c), where it is enough to consider the following special case. Let
X ! Y be a map of left O–modules between cofibrant objects in LtO such that
the induced map �1O ıO X ! �1O ıO Y is an n–connected map between .�1/–
connected objects. Consider the corresponding commutative diagram (4.26) in SymSeq.
If k D 2, then the right-hand vertical map is n–connected by Proposition 4.13. It
follows from Propositions 4.36, 4.20, 4.32, 4.40 and 4.30 that the left-hand vertical
map is n–connected for each k � 2. Hence by Proposition 4.16 and induction on k ,
the middle vertical map is n–connected for each k � 2, and Proposition 4.41 finishes
the proof of part (c).

Consider part (b). It is enough to consider the following special case. Let X ! Y

be an .n� 1/–connected map of left O–modules between .�1/–connected cofibrant
objects in LtO . Consider the corresponding commutative diagram (4.26) in SymSeq.
It follows from Propositions 4.32, 4.40 and 4.30 that the right-hand vertical map
is .n � 1/–connected for k D 2, and hence by Proposition 4.13 the induced map
�1O ıO X ! �1O ıO Y is .n� 1/–connected.
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Consider part (a). Proceeding as above for part (c), we know that for each k � 1 the
induced map �kOıO X ! �kOıO Y is n–connected, and hence the bottom horizontal
map in the commutative diagram

�iX //

��

�iY

��
�i.�kO ıO X / // �i.�kO ıO Y /

is an isomorphism for every i < n and a surjection for i D n. Since X;Y are
0–connected by assumption, it follows from strong convergence of the homotopy
completion tower (proof of Theorem 1.12(a)) that the vertical maps are isomorphisms
for k � i , and hence the top horizontal map is an isomorphism for every i < n and a
surjection for i D n. Part (b) implies the converse.

Consider part (d). By arguing as in the proof of Theorem 1.8, it follows that the layers
of the homotopy completion tower are .n� 1/–connected. Hence by Proposition 4.34
the homotopy limit of this tower is .n� 1/–connected, which finishes the proof.

4.42 Finiteness and the homotopy completion tower

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 1.5. The following homotopy
spectral sequence for a simplicial symmetric spectrum is well known; for a recent
reference, see Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell and May [18, X.2.9] and Jardine [40, 4.3].

Proposition 4.43 Let Y be a simplicial symmetric spectrum. There is a natural
homologically graded spectral sequence in the right-half plane such that

E2
p;q DHp.�q.Y //H) �pCq.jY j/:

Here, �q.Y / denotes the simplicial abelian group obtained by applying �q level-wise
to Y .

The following finiteness properties for realization will be useful.

Proposition 4.44 Let Y be a simplicial symmetric spectrum. Let m 2 Z. Assume
that Y is level-wise m–connected.

(a) If �kYn is finite for every k; n, then �k jY j is finite for every k .

(b) If �kYn is a finitely generated abelian group for every k; n, then �k jY j is a
finitely generated abelian group for every k .
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Proof This follows from Proposition 4.43.

Recall the following Eilenberg–Moore-type spectral sequences; for a recent reference,
see [18, IV.4–IV.6].

Proposition 4.45 Let t � 1. Let X;Y be R–modules with a right (resp. left) †t –
action. There is a natural homologically graded spectral sequence in the right-half plane
such that

E2
p;q D Tor��RŒ†t �

p;q .��X; ��Y /H) �pCq.X ^
L
†t

Y /:

Here, RŒ†t � is the group algebra spectrum and ^L
†t

is the total left derived functor
of ^†t

.

The following proposition, which is well known to the experts, will be needed in the
proof of Proposition 4.47 below; since it is a key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.5,
and since we are unaware of an appropriate reference in literature, we give a concise
homotopy-theoretic proof in Section 5.

Proposition 4.46 Let A be any monoid object in .ChZ;˝;Z/. Let M;N be un-
bounded chain complexes over Z with a right (resp. left) action of A. Let m 2 Z.
Assume that A is .�1/–connected, M;N are m–connected, and HkM;HkA are
finitely generated abelian groups for every k .

(a) If HkN is finite for every k , then Hk.M ˝
L
A N / is finite for every k .

(b) If HkN is a finitely generated abelian group for every k , then Hk.M ˝
L
A N /

is a finitely generated abelian group for every k .

Here, ˝L
A is the total left derived functor of ˝A .

Proposition 4.47 Let t � 1. Let X;Y be R–modules with a right (resp. left) †t –
action. Let m 2 Z. Assume that R is .�1/–connected, X;Y are m–connected, and
�kX; �kR are finitely generated abelian groups for every k .

(a) If �kY is finite for every k , then �k.X ^
L
†t

Y / is finite for every k .

(b) If �kY is a finitely generated abelian group for every k , then �k.X ^
L
†t

Y / is a
finitely generated abelian group for every k .

Here, ^L
†t

is the total left derived functor of ^†t
.

Proof Part (a) follows from Proposition 4.45 and Proposition 4.46, and the proof of
part (b) is similar.
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Proof of Theorem 1.5 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. By
Theorem 3.26, Proposition 3.30 and Proposition 3.31, we can restrict to operads
O satisfying Cofibrancy condition 1.15. We first prove part (a), for which it suffices
to consider the following special case. Let X be a cofibrant left O–module such that
�1OıOX is 0–connected and �i.�1OıOX / is object-wise finite for every i . Consider
the cofiber sequences

jBar.ikO;O;X /j �! jBar.�kO;O;X /j �! jBar.�k�1O;O;X /j

in SymSeq. We know by Proposition 4.13 that �i jBar.�1O;O;X /j is object-wise
finite for every i , hence by Propositions 4.36, 4.20, 4.44 and 4.47, �i jBar.ikO;O;X /j
is object-wise finite for every i . By Proposition 4.16 and induction on k , it follows that
�i jBar.�kO;O;X /j is object-wise finite for every i and k . Hence by the first part of
the proof of Theorem 1.8 (by taking nD0) it follows easily that �i.X

h^/ is object-wise
finite for every i . If furthermore X is 0–connected, then by Theorem 1.12(a) the
natural coaugmentation X 'X h^ is a weak equivalence which finishes the proof of
part (a). The proof of part (b) is similar.

5 Homotopical analysis of the forgetful functors

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 4.11 together with several closely
related technical results on the homotopical properties of the forgetful functors. We
will also prove Theorem 3.20 and Propositions 3.30, 4.32, 4.40 and 4.46, each of which
uses constructions or results established below in Section 5. It will be useful to work
in the following context.

Basic assumption 5.1 From now on in this section we assume that .C;^;S/ is a
closed symmetric monoidal category with all small limits and colimits. In particular, C
has an initial object ∅ and a terminal object �.

In some of the propositions that follow involving homotopical properties of O–algebras
and left O–modules, we will explicitly assume the following.

Homotopical assumption 5.2 If O is an operad in C, assume that

(i) C is a cofibrantly generated model category in which the generating cofibrations
and acyclic cofibrations have small domains (see Schwede and Shipley [70, 2.2]),
and that with respect to this model structure .C;^;S/ is a monoidal model
category [70, 3.1]; and
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(ii) the following model structure exists on AlgO (resp. LtO ): the model structure on
AlgO (resp. LtO ) has weak equivalences and fibrations created by the forgetful
functor U (2.20); ie the weak equivalences are the underlying weak equivalences
and the fibrations are the underlying fibrations.

Remark 5.3 The main reason for working in the generality of a monoidal model
category .C;^/ is because when we start off with arguments using the properties
of a particular monoidal model category, say, .ModR;^/, we are naturally led to
require the corresponding results in the diagram category .SymSeq; L̋ /, and in the
diagram category .SymArray; z̋ / (eg Proposition 5.54). So working in the generality
of a monoidal model category allows us to give a single proof that works for several
different contexts. For instance, we also use the results in this section in the contexts of
both symmetric spectra and unbounded chain complexes, even when proving the main
theorems only in the context of symmetric spectra (eg in the proof of Proposition 4.46).

Definition 5.4 Consider symmetric sequences in C. A symmetric array in C is a sym-
metric sequence in SymSeq; ie a functor AW †op! SymSeq. Denote by SymArray WD

SymSeq†
op

the category of symmetric arrays in C and their natural transformations.

Recall from [31] the following proposition.

Proposition 5.5 Let O be an operad in C, A2AlgO (resp. A2 LtO ), and Y 2C (resp.
Y 2 SymSeq). Consider any coproduct in AlgO (resp. LtO ) of the form AqO ı .Y /
(resp. Aq .O ı Y /). There exists a symmetric sequence OA (resp. symmetric array
OA ) and natural isomorphisms

AqO ı .Y /Š
a
q�0

OAŒq�^†q
Y ^q

�
resp. Aq .O ıY /Š

a
q�0

OAŒq� L̋ †q
Y
L̋ q
�

in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq). If q � 0, then OAŒq� is naturally
isomorphic to a colimit of the form

OAŒq�Š colim
�

p̀�0

OŒp C q�^†p
A^p

p̀�0

OŒp C q�^†p
.O ı .A//^p

d1

oo
d0oo �

;

respectively,

OAŒq�Š colim
�

p̀�0

OŒp C q�^†p
A
L̋ p

p̀�0

OŒp C q�^†p
.O ıA/

L̋ p

d1

oo
d0oo �

;

in C†
op
q (resp. SymSeq†

op
q ), with d0 induced by operad multiplication and d1 induced

by the left O–action map mW O ı .A/!A (resp. mW O ıA!A).
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Remark 5.6 Other possible notations for OA include UO.A/ or U.A/; these are
closer to the notation used in Elmendorf and Mandell [19] and Mandell [51] and are not
to be confused with the forgetful functors. It is interesting to note—although we will
not use it in this paper—that in the context of O–algebras the symmetric sequence OA

has the structure of an operad; it parametrizes O–algebras under A and is sometimes
called the enveloping operad for A.

Proposition 5.7 Let O be an operad in C and let q � 0. Then the functor

O.�/Œq�W AlgO �! C†
op
q ; resp. O.�/Œq�W LtO �! SymSeq†

op
q ;

preserves reflexive coequalizers and filtered colimits.

Proof This follows from Proposition 2.19 and [33, 5.7].

Proposition 5.8 Let O be an operad in C and A an O–algebra. For each q � 0,
OyA Œq� is concentrated at 0 with value OAŒq�; ie OyA Œq�Š1OAŒq�.

Proof This follows from Proposition 5.5, together with (2.5) and (2.15).

Definition 5.9 Let i W X ! Y be a morphism in C (resp. SymSeq) and t � 1. Define

Qt
0 WDX^t ; Qt

t WD Y ^t ;

resp. Qt
0 WDX

L̋ t ; Qt
t WD Y

L̋ t :

For 0 < q < t define Qt
q inductively by the left-hand (resp. right-hand) pushout

diagrams

†t �†t�q�†q
X^.t�q/^Q

q
q�1

i�
��

pr� // Qt
q�1

��
†t �†t�q�†q

X^.t�q/^Y ^q // Qt
q

†t �†t�q�†q
X
L̋ .t�q/ L̋ Q

q
q�1

i�
��

pr� // Qt
q�1

��

†t �†t�q�†q
X
L̋ .t�q/ L̋ Y

L̋ q // Qt
q

in C†t (resp. SymSeq†t ). We sometimes denote Qt
q by Qt

q.i/ to emphasize in the
notation the map i W X ! Y . The maps pr� and i� are the obvious maps induced by i

and the appropriate projection maps.

The following proposition is proved in [31] and is closely related to a similar construction
in Elmendorf and Mandell [19]; for other approaches to these types of filtrations compare
Fresse [22] and Schwede and Shipley [70].
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Proposition 5.10 Let O be an operad in C, A2AlgO (resp. A2 LtO ), and i W X!Y

in C (resp. SymSeq). Consider any pushout diagram in AlgO (resp. LtO ) of the form

(5.11)

O ı .X /
f //

idı.i/
��

A

j

��
O ı .Y / // B;

resp.
O ıX

f //

idıi
��

A

j

��
O ıY // B:

The pushout in (5.11) is naturally isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form

B Š colim
�
A0

j1 //A1

j2 //A2

j3 // � � �
�

in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq), with A0 WDOAŒ0�ŠA and At defined
inductively by pushout diagrams in C (resp. SymSeq) of the form

(5.12)

OAŒt�^†t
Qt

t�1

id^†t
i�

��

f� // At�1

jt

��
OAŒt�^†t

Y ^t
�t // At ;

resp.

OAŒt� L̋ †t
Qt

t�1

id L̋ †t
i�

��

f� // At�1

jt

��
OAŒt� L̋ †t

Y
L̋ t

�t // At :

We are now in a good position to prove Theorem 4.11.

Proof of Theorem 4.11 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider
part (a). Let i W X ! Y be a generating cofibration in SymSeq with the positive flat
stable model structure, and consider the pushout diagram

(5.13)

O ıX //

��

Z0

i0

��
O ıY // Z1

in LtO . Assume Z0 is cofibrant in LtO ; let’s verify that i0 is a positive flat stable
cofibration in SymSeq. Let A WDZ0 . By Proposition 5.10, we know Z1 is naturally
isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form

Z1 Š colim
�
A0

j1 //A1

j2 //A2

j3 // � � �
�

in the underlying category SymSeq, and hence it suffices to verify each jt is a positive
flat stable cofibration in SymSeq. By the construction of jt in Proposition 5.10, it is
enough to check that each id L̋ †t

i� in (5.12) is a positive flat stable cofibration in
SymSeq. The generating cofibrations in SymSeq with the positive flat stable model
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structure have cofibrant domains, and by Proposition 7.37 we know that i� is a cofibra-
tion between cofibrant objects in SymSeq†t with the positive flat stable model structure.
We need therefore only show that id L̋ †t

i� is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq.

Suppose pW C ! D is a flat stable acyclic fibration in SymSeq. We want to verify
id L̋ †t

i� has the left lifting property with respect to p . Consider any such lifting
problem; we want to verify that the corresponding solid commutative diagram

(5.14)

Qt
t�1

i�

��

// Map L̋ .OAŒt�;C /

.�/

��

Y
L̋ t //

88

Map L̋ .OAŒt�;D/

in SymSeq†
op
t has a lift. We know that i� is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq†

op
t ,

hence it is enough to verify that .�/ is a flat stable acyclic fibration in SymSeq. By
Proposition 5.16 below, OAŒt� is flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq, hence we know that
.�/ has the desired property by [33, 6.1], which finishes the argument that i0 is a
positive flat stable cofibration in SymSeq. Consider a sequence

Z0
i0 //Z1

i1 //Z2
i2 // � � �

of pushouts of maps as in (5.13), and let Z1 WD colimk Zk . Consider the naturally
occurring map i1W Z0!Z1 , and assume Z0 is cofibrant in LtO . By the argument
above, we know this is a sequence of positive flat stable cofibrations in SymSeq, hence
i1 is a positive flat stable cofibration in SymSeq. Since every cofibration A! B in
LtO is a retract of a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushouts of maps as in (5.13),
starting with Z0DA, where A is assumed to be cofibrant in LtO , finishes the proof of
part (a). Part (b) follows from part (a) by taking ADO ı∅, together with the natural
isomorphism O ı∅Š bOŒ0�.

5.15 Homotopical analysis of the OA constructions

The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following proposition, which we used in
the proof of Theorem 4.11. It provides a homotopical analysis of the OA constructions,
and a key ingredient in its proof is a filtration of OA (Proposition 5.36). We will also
prove Proposition 5.17 and Theorem 5.18, which are analogs of Proposition 5.16 and
Theorem 4.11, respectively. These analogous results are applicable to a general class
of monoidal model categories, but at the cost of requiring stronger assumptions.

The following proposition is motivated by Mandell [51, 13.6].
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Proposition 5.16 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒr � is flat stable
cofibrant in ModR for each r � 0. If A is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left
O–module), then OAŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each r � 0.

The following proposition is closely related to Mandell [51, 13.6].

Proposition 5.17 Let O be an operad in C. Suppose that Homotopical assumption
5.2 is satisfied, and assume that OŒr � is cofibrant in C†

op
r for each r � 0. If A is a

cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module), then OAŒr � is cofibrant in C†
op
r

(resp. SymSeq†
op
r ) for each r � 0.

Theorem 5.18 Let O be an operad in C. Suppose that Homotopical assumption 5.2
is satisfied, and assume that OŒr � is cofibrant in C†

op
r for each r � 0.

(a) If j W A!B is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then
j is a cofibration in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq).

(b) If A is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module), then A is
cofibrant in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider part (a). This
follows exactly as in the proof of Theorem 4.11, except using Proposition 5.17 instead
of Proposition 5.16, and replacing the lifting problem (5.14) with a lifting problem of
the form

∅ //

��

Map L̋ .Y L̋ t ;C /

.�/
��

OAŒt� //

44

Map L̋ .Qt
t�1
;C /�Map L̋ .Qt

t�1
;D/ Map L̋ .Y L̋ t ;D/

in SymSeq†
op
t . Part (b) follows from part (a) by taking ADO ı∅, together with the

natural isomorphism O ı∅Š bOŒ0�, since OŒ0� is cofibrant in C.

When working with certain arguments involving left modules over an operad, we
are naturally led to replace .C;^;S/ with .SymSeq; L̋ ; 1/ as the underlying closed
symmetric monoidal category. In particular, we will consider symmetric sequences in
.SymSeq; L̋ ; 1/, ie symmetric arrays (Definition 5.4), together with the corresponding
tensor product and circle product. To avoid notational confusion, we will use z̋ to
denote the tensor product of symmetric arrays and zı to denote the circle product
of symmetric arrays. We summarize their structure and properties in the following
propositions.
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Proposition 5.19 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let A1; : : : ;At and A;B be
symmetric arrays in C. Then the tensor product A1 z̋ � � � z̋At 2 SymArray and the
circle product A zıB 2 SymArray satisfy object-wise the natural isomorphisms

.A1 z̋ � � � z̋ At /Œr �Š
a

r1C���CrtDr

A1Œr1� L̋ � � � L̋ At Œrt � �
†r1
�����†rt

†r ;(5.20)

.A zıB/Œr �Š
a
t�0

AŒt� L̋ †t
.B
z̋ t /Œr �:(5.21)

Definition 5.22 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let Z 2 SymSeq. Define
zZ 2 SymArray to be the symmetric array such that zZŒt� 2 SymSeq†

op
t is concentrated

at 0 with value ZŒt�; ie zZŒt� WD bZŒt� and hence zZŒt�Œ0�DZŒt�.

The adjunction immediately below Definition 2.12 induces object-wise the adjunction
z�W SymSeq //SymArray W Ev0oo with left adjoint on top and Ev0 the functor defined
object-wise by Ev0.B/Œt� WD Ev0.BŒt�/D BŒt�Œ0�; ie Ev0.B/D BŒ��Œ0�. Note that z�
embeds SymSeq in SymArray as a full subcategory.

Proposition 5.23 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let O;A;B 2 SymSeq and
X;Y 2 SymArray . There are natural isomorphisms

AA L̋ B Š zA z̋ zB; AA ıB Š zA zı zB; Ev0. zO zıY /ŠO ıEv0.Y /;(5.24)

Ev0.X z̋ Y /Š Ev0.X / L̋ Ev0.Y /; Ev0.X zıY /Š Ev0.X / ıEv0.Y /:(5.25)

Proposition 5.26 Consider symmetric sequences in C.

(a) .SymArray; z̋ ; z1/ is a closed symmetric monoidal category with all small limits
and colimits. The unit for z̋ , denoted “ z1”, is the symmetric array concentrated
at 0 with value the symmetric sequence 1.

(b) .SymArray; zı; zI/ is a closed monoidal category with all small limits and colimits.
The unit for zı, denoted “ zI ”, is the symmetric array concentrated at 1 with value
the symmetric sequence 1. Circle product is not symmetric.

Since all of the statements and constructions in earlier sections that were previously
described in terms of .C;^;S/ are equally true for .SymSeq; L̋ ; 1/, we will cite and
use the appropriate statements and constructions without further comment.
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Proposition 5.27 Consider symmetric sequences in C.

(a) If O is an operad in C, then zO is an operad in SymSeq.

(b) If A is a left O–module, then zA is a left zO–module.

(c) There are adjunctions

(5.28) SymArray
zOzı� // Lt zO;
U
oo LtO

z� // Lt zO;
Ev0

oo Op.C/
z� // Op.SymSeq/;

Ev0

oo

with left adjoints on top, U the forgetful functor and Ev0 the functor defined
object-wise by Ev0.B/Œt� WD Ev0.BŒt�/D BŒt�Œ0�, ie Ev0.B/D BŒ��Œ0�.

Here, Op.C/ denotes the category of operads in C, and similarly for Op.SymSeq/.

The following two propositions are exercises left to the reader. They will be needed in
the proof of Proposition 5.31 below.

Proposition 5.29 Let O be an operad in C and A a left O–module. For each q; r � 0,
zO zAŒq�Œr � is concentrated at 0 with value OAŒq�Œr � (see Proposition 5.5); ie

zO zAŒq�Š AOAŒq�:

Proposition 5.30 Consider symmetric sequences in C. Let B be a symmetric se-
quence (resp. symmetric array) and r; t � 0. There are natural isomorphisms

BŒt�Š
�a

q�0

bBŒq� L̋ †q
I
L̋ q
�
Œt�

�
resp. BŒt�Œr �Š

�a
q�0

eBŒq� z̋†q
yI
z̋ q
�
Œr �Œt�

�
:

Here, yI is the symmetric array concentrated at 0 with value I .

The following will be needed in the proof of Proposition 5.36 below.

Proposition 5.31 Let O be an operad in C, A 2 AlgO (resp. A 2 LtO ), Y 2 C (resp.
Y 2 SymSeq) and q � 0. Consider any coproduct in AlgO (resp. LtO ) of the form
AqO ı .Y / (resp. Aq .O ıY /). There are natural isomorphisms

OAqOı.Y /Œq�Š
a
p�0

OAŒp C q�^†p
Y ^p; OOı.Y /Œq�Š

a
p�0

OŒp C q�^†p
Y ^p;

respectively

OAq.OıY /Œq�Š
a
p�0

OAŒp C q� L̋ †p
Y
L̋ p; OOıY Œq�Š

a
p�0

OŒp C q�^†p
Y
L̋ p;
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in C†
op
q (resp. SymSeq†

op
q ). In particular, there are natural isomorphisms

(5.32) OOı.∅/Œq�ŠOŒq�
�
resp. OOı∅Œq�Š bOŒq��

in C†
op
q (resp. SymSeq†

op
q ).

Proof Consider the left-hand natural isomorphisms. Since the case for left O–modules
is more involved, it is useful to consider first the case of O–algebras. Let A be an
O–algebra and Y 2C. Let Z 2SymSeq and consider the corresponding left O–module
yA and the corresponding symmetric sequence yY . It follows easily from Proposition 5.5

and [31, proof of 4.7] that there are natural isomorphisms

yAq .O ı yY /q .O ıZ/Š
a
q�0

OyAq.Oı yY /Œq� L̋ †q
Z
L̋ q;(5.33)

yAq .O ı yY /q .O ıZ/Š
a
q�0

�a
p�0

OyA Œp C q� L̋ †p
yY
L̋ p
�
L̋ †q

Z
L̋ q;(5.34)

in the underlying category SymSeq. Comparing (5.33) with (5.34) and taking Z D I ,
together with Proposition 5.8 and Proposition 5.30, gives a natural isomorphism of
symmetric sequences of the form

OAqOı.Y /Œq�Š
a
p�0

OAŒp C q�^†p
Y ^p; q � 0;

which finishes the proof of the left-hand natural isomorphisms for the case of O–
algebras.

Consider the case of left O–modules. Let A be a left O–module and Y 2 SymSeq. Let
Z 2 SymArray and consider the corresponding operad zO in SymSeq, the corresponding
left zO–module zA and the corresponding symmetric array zY . Arguing as above, by
Proposition 5.5 and [31, proof of 4.7] there is a natural isomorphism

(5.35)
a
q�0

zO zAq. zOzı zY /Œq� z̋†q
Z
z̋ q
Š

a
q�0

�a
p�0

zO zAŒp C q� z̋†p
zY
z̋p
�
z̋†q

Z
z̋ q

in the underlying category SymArray . By (5.35) and taking Z D yI , together with
Proposition 5.29 and Proposition 5.30, gives a natural isomorphism of symmetric arrays
of the form�

OAqOıY Œq�
�
Œr �Š

�a
p�0

OAŒp C q� L̋ †p
Y
L̋ p
�
Œr �; q; r � 0;

which finishes the proof of left-hand natural isomorphisms for the case of left O–
modules. The proof of the right-hand natural isomorphisms is similar.
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The following filtrations are motivated by Mandell [51, 13.7] and generalize the filtered
colimit construction of the form

B ŠOB Œ0�Š colim
�
OAŒ0�

j1 //A1

j2 //A2

j3 // � � �
�

in Proposition 5.10 to a filtered colimit construction of OB Œr � for each r � 0; for
other approaches to these types of filtrations compare Fresse [22] and Schwede and
Shipley [70].

Proposition 5.36 Let O be an operad in C, A2AlgO (resp. A2 LtO ), and i W X!Y

in C (resp. SymSeq). Consider any pushout diagram in AlgO (resp. LtO ) of the form
(5.11). For each r � 0, OB Œr � is naturally isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form

(5.37) OB Œr �Š colim
�
O0

A
Œr �

j1 // O1
A
Œr �

j2 // O2
A
Œr �

j3 // � � �
�

in C†
op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ), with

O0
A Œr � WDOAŒr �

and Ot
A
Œr � defined inductively by pushout diagrams in C†

op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) of the

form

(5.38)

OAŒt C r �^†t
Qt

t�1

id^†t
i�

��

f� // Ot�1
A

Œr �

jt

��
OAŒt C r �^†t

Y ^t
�t // Ot

A
Œr �;

resp.

OAŒt C r � L̋ †t
Qt

t�1

id L̋ †t
i�

��

f� // Ot�1
A

Œr �

jt

��

OAŒt C r � L̋ †t
Y
L̋ t

�t // Ot
A
Œr �:

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. The argument is a general-
ization of the proof given in [31, 4.20] for the case r D 0, hence it is enough to describe
the constructions and arguments needed for future reference and for a reader of [31,
4.20] to be able to follow the proof. It is easy to verify that the pushout in (5.11) may
be calculated by a reflexive coequalizer in LtO of the form

(5.39) B Š colim
�
Aq .O ıY / Aq .O ıX /q .O ıY /

ioo

f

oo
�
:
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The maps i and f are induced by maps idıi� and idıf� , which fit into the commutative
diagram

(5.40)

Aq
�
O ı .X qY /

�
i

��
f

��

O ı .AqX qY /oo

idıi�
��

idıf�
��

O ı
�
.O ıA/qX qY

�d0oo

d1

oo

idıi�
��

idıf�
��

Aq .O ıY / O ı .AqY /oo O ı
�
.O ıA/qY

�d0oo

d1

oo

in LtO , with rows reflexive coequalizer diagrams, and maps i� and f� in SymSeq

induced by i W X ! Y and f W X ! A in SymSeq. Here we have used the same
notation for both f and its adjoint (2.20). Applying O.�/Œr � to (5.39) and (5.40), it
follows from Proposition 5.7 that OB Œr � may be calculated by a reflexive coequalizer

OB Œr �Š colim
�
OAq.OıY /Œr � OAq.OıX /q.OıY /Œr �

ioo

f

oo
�
;(5.41)

OAq.Oı.XqY //Œr �

i ��
f
��

OOı.AqXqY /Œr �oo

�� ��

OOı..OıA/qXqY /Œr �
oooo

�� ��
OAq.OıY /Œr � OOı.AqY /Œr �oo OOı..OıA/qY /Œr �;

oooo

(5.42)

in SymSeq†
op
r of the form (5.41), and that the maps i and f in (5.41) fit into the

commutative diagram (5.42) in SymSeq†
op
r , with rows reflexive coequalizer diagrams.

OB Œr � may be calculated by the colimit of the left-hand column of (5.42) in SymSeq†
op
r

by using (5.41). By (5.42) and Proposition 5.31, f induces maps fq;p that make the
diagrams

OAq.Oı.XqY //Œr �Š
q̀�0 p̀�0

� �
f

��

�
OAŒp C q C r � L̋ †p�†q

X
L̋ p L̋ Y

L̋ q
�inq;poo

fq;p��

OAq.OıY /Œr �Š
t̀�0

� � �
OAŒq C r � L̋ †q

Y
L̋ q
�inqoo

in SymSeq†
op
r commute. Similarly, i induces maps iq;p that make the diagrams

OAq.Oı.XqY //Œr �Š
q̀�0 p̀�0

� �
i
��

�
OAŒp C q C r � L̋ †p�†q

X
L̋ p L̋ Y

L̋ q
�inq;poo

iq;p��

OAq.OıY /Œr �Š
t̀�0

� � �
OAŒp C q C r � L̋ †pCq

Y
L̋ .pCq/

�inpCqoo

in SymSeq†
op
r commute.
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We can now describe more explicitly what it means to give a cone in SymSeq†
op
r out of

the left-hand column of (5.42). Let 'W OAq.OıY /Œr �! � be a morphism in SymSeq†
op
r

and define 'q WD 'inq . Then 'i D 'f if and only if the diagrams

(5.43)

OAŒp C q C r � L̋ †p�†q
X
L̋ p L̋ Y

L̋ q

iq;p

��

fq;p // OAŒq C r � L̋ †q
Y
L̋ q

'q

��
OAŒp C q C r � L̋ †pCq

Y
L̋ .pCq/

'pCq // �

commute for every p; q � 0. Since iq;0 D id and fq;0 D id, it is sufficient to consider
q � 0 and p > 0.

The next step is to reconstruct the colimit of the left-hand column of (5.42) in SymSeq†
op
r

via a suitable filtered colimit in SymSeq†
op
r . The diagrams (5.43) suggest how to proceed.

Define
O0

A Œr � WDOAŒr �

and for each t � 1 define Ot
A
Œr � by the pushout diagram (5.38) in SymSeq†

op
r . The

maps f� and i� are induced by the appropriate maps fq;p and iq;p . Arguing exactly
as in [31, proof of 4.20] for the case r D 0, it is easy to use the diagrams (5.43) to
verify that (5.37) is satisfied.

The following proposition is the key result used to prove Proposition 5.17.

Proposition 5.44 Let O be an operad in C. Suppose that Homotopical assumption
5.2 is satisfied.

(a) If j W A! B is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ) such that OAŒr � is cofibrant in
C†

op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) for each r � 0, then OAŒr �!OB Œr � is a cofibration in

C†
op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) for each r � 0.

(b) If j W A! B is an acyclic cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ) such that OAŒr � is
cofibrant in C†

op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) for each r � 0, then OAŒr �!OB Œr � is an

acyclic cofibration in C†
op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) for each r � 0.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. We first prove part (a). Let
i W X ! Y be a generating cofibration in SymSeq, and consider a pushout diagram of
the form (5.13) in LtO . Assume OZ0

Œr � is cofibrant in SymSeq†
op
r for each r � 0;

let’s verify that OZ0
Œr �!OZ1

Œr � is a cofibration in SymSeq†
op
r for each r � 0. Define
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A WD Z0 , and let r � 0. By Proposition 5.36 we know that OZ1
Œr � is naturally

isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the form

OZ1
Œr �Š colim

�
O0

A
Œr �

j1 //O1
A
Œr �

j2 //O2
A
Œr �

j3 // � � �
�

in SymSeq†
op
r , hence it is enough to verify each jt is a cofibration in SymSeq†

op
r . By

the construction of jt in Proposition 5.36, we need only show that each id L̋ †t
i� in

(5.38) is a cofibration in SymSeq†
op
r . Suppose pW C ! D is an acyclic fibration in

SymSeq†
op
r . We need to verify that id L̋ †t

i� has the left lifting property with respect
to p . Consider any such lifting problem; we want to verify that the corresponding solid
commutative diagram

∅ //

��

Map L̋ .Y L̋ t ;C /

.�/

��
OAŒt C r � //

33

Map L̋ .Qt
t�1
;C /�Map L̋ .Qt

t�1
;D/ Map L̋ .Y L̋ t ;D/

in SymSeq.†t�†r /
op

has a lift. By assumption, OAŒt C r � is cofibrant in SymSeq†
op
tCr ,

hence OAŒt C r � is cofibrant in SymSeq.†t�†r /
op

, and it is enough to check that .�/ is
an acyclic fibration in SymSeq. We know that i� is a cofibration in SymSeq by [33,
7.19], hence we know that .�/ has the desired property by [33, 6.1], which finishes the
argument that OZ0

Œr �!OZ1
Œr � is a cofibration in SymSeq†

op
r for each r � 0. Consider

a sequence Z0!Z1!Z2! � � � of pushouts of maps as in (5.13). Assume OZ0
Œr �

is cofibrant in SymSeq†
op
r for each r � 0. Define Z1 WD colimk Zk , and consider the

natural map Z0!Z1 . We know from above that OZ0
Œr �!OZ1

Œr �!OZ2
Œr �! � � �

is a sequence of cofibrations in SymSeq†
op
r , hence OZ0

Œr �!OZ1 Œr � is a cofibration in
SymSeq†

op
r . Since every cofibration A!B in LtO is a retract of a (possibly transfinite)

composition of pushouts of maps as in (5.13), starting with Z0 D A, and OAŒr � is
cofibrant in SymSeq†

op
r for each r � 0, the proof of part (a) is complete. The proof of

part (b) is similar.

Proof of Proposition 5.17 This follows from Proposition 5.44(a) by taking A D

O ı .∅/ (resp. A D O ı∅), together with (5.32) and the assumption that OŒr � is
cofibrant in C†

op
r for each r � 0.

The following proposition is the key result used to prove Proposition 5.16.

Proposition 5.45 Let O be an operad in R–modules.

(a) If j W A! B is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ) such that OAŒr � is flat stable
cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each r � 0, then OAŒr �! OB Œr � is a
positive flat stable cofibration in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each r � 0.
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(b) If j W A!B is an acyclic cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ) such that OAŒr � is flat
stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each r � 0, then OAŒr �!OB Œr � is
a positive flat stable acyclic cofibration in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each r � 0.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider part (a). Let
i W X ! Y be a generating cofibration in SymSeq with the positive flat stable model
structure, and consider a pushout diagram of the form (5.13) in LtO . Assume OZ0

Œr �

is flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq for each r � 0; let’s verify that OZ0
Œr �!OZ1

Œr � is
a positive flat stable cofibration in SymSeq for each r � 0. Define A WDZ0 , and let
r � 0. By Proposition 5.36, OZ1

Œr � is naturally isomorphic to a filtered colimit of the
form

OZ1
Œr �Š colim

�
O0

A Œr �
j1
�!O1

A Œr �
j2
�!O2

A Œr �
j3
�! � � �

�
in SymSeq, hence it is enough to verify each jt is a positive flat stable cofibration in
SymSeq. By the construction of jt in Proposition 5.36, we need only check that each
id L̋ †t

i� in (5.38) is a positive flat stable cofibration in SymSeq. By Proposition 7.37,
i� is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in SymSeq†t with the positive flat stable
model structure. It is thus enough to verify that id L̋ †t

i� is a flat stable cofibration in
SymSeq.

Suppose pW C !D is a flat stable acyclic fibration in SymSeq. We want to show that
id L̋ †t

i� has the left lifting property with respect to p . By assumption OAŒt C r �

is flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq, hence by exactly the same argument used in the
proof of Theorem 4.11, id L̋ †t

i� has the left lifting property with respect to p , which
finishes the argument that OZ0

Œr � ! OZ1
Œr � is a positive flat stable cofibration in

SymSeq for each r � 0. Consider a sequence Z0 ! Z1 ! Z2 ! � � � of pushouts
of maps as in (5.13), define Z1 WD colimk Zk , and consider the naturally occurring
map Z0!Z1 . Assume OZ0

Œr � is flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq for each r � 0. By
the argument above we know that OZ0

Œr �! OZ1
Œr �! OZ2

Œr �! � � � is a sequence
of positive flat stable cofibrations in SymSeq, hence OZ0

Œr �!OZ1 Œr � is a positive
flat stable cofibration in SymSeq. Noting that every cofibration A! B in LtO is
a retract of a (possibly transfinite) composition of pushouts of maps as in (5.13),
starting with Z0 DA, together with the assumption that OAŒr � is flat stable cofibrant
in SymSeq for each r � 0, finishes the proof of part (a). Consider part (b). By arguing
exactly as in part (a), except using generating acyclic cofibrations instead of generating
cofibrations, it follows that OAŒr �!OB Œr � is a monomorphism and a weak equivalence
in SymSeq; for instance, this follows from exactly the same argument used in the proof
of Proposition 7.19. Noting by part (a) that OAŒr �! OB Œr � is a positive flat stable
cofibration in SymSeq finishes the proof.
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Proof of Proposition 5.16 This follows from Proposition 5.45(a) by taking A D

O ı .∅/ (resp. ADO ı∅), together with (5.32) and the assumption that OŒr � is flat
stable cofibrant in ModR for each r � 0.

5.46 Homotopical analysis of OA for cofibrant operads

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 3.20. We will also prove Theo-
rems 5.49, 5.50 and 5.51 (resp. Propositions 5.55 and 5.56), which are analogs of
Theorem 4.11 (resp. Proposition 5.16). These analogous results, for operads in R–
modules and operads in a general class of monoidal model categories, require strong
assumptions on the (maps of) operads involved, that allow us to replace arguments
involving filtrations of OA with lifting arguments involving maps of endomorphism
operads of diagrams.

In the next results, we need to work with operads satisfying good lifting properties, as
specified by the definition below.

Definition 5.47 Suppose that C satisfies Homotopical assumption 5.2(i). A morphism
of operads in C is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) of operads if the underlying
morphism of symmetric sequences is a fibration (resp. weak equivalence) in the corre-
sponding projective model structure on SymSeq. A cofibration of operads in C is a
morphism of operads that satisfies the left lifting property with respect to all fibrations
of operads that are weak equivalences. An operad O in C is cofibrant if the unique
map from the initial operad to O is a cofibration of operads.

While we have found it convenient to use model category terminology in the definition
above, none of the results in this paper require a model structure to exist on the category
of operads in C, and we will not establish one in this paper. The following proposition
was used in Section 3.16.

Proposition 5.48 Let f W O!O0 be a map of operads in C. Suppose that C satisfies
Homotopical assumption 5.2(i). Then f has a functorial factorization in the category
of operads as

O
g
�! J

h
�!O0;

a cofibration followed by a weak equivalence which is also a fibration (Definition 5.47).

Proof Consider symmetric sequences in C. Since C satisfies Homotopical assumption
5.2(i), it is easy to verify, using the corresponding adjunctions .Gp;Evp/ in (7.9), that
the diagram category SymSeq also satisfies Homotopical assumption 5.2(i). Consider
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the free–forgetful adjunction F W SymSeq //OpWUoo with left adjoint on top and U

the forgetful functor; here, Op denotes the category of operads. It is easy to verify that
the functor F can be constructed by a filtered colimit of the form

F.A/Š colim
�
I ! I qA! I qA ı .I qA/! I qA ı .I qA ı .I qA//! : : :

�
in the underlying category SymSeq; this useful description appears in Rezk [61]. Since
the forgetful functor U commutes with filtered colimits, it follows from Schwede and
Shipley [70, Remark 2.4] that the smallness conditions required in [70, Lemma 2.3]
are satisfied, and the (possibly transfinite) small object argument described in the proof
of [70, Lemma 2.3] finishes the proof.

The following theorem is motivated by Rezk [61, 4.1.14].

Theorem 5.49 Let gW O!O0 be a cofibration of operads in C. Suppose that O;O0
and C satisfy Homotopical assumption 5.2.

(a) If i W X ! Z is a cofibration in AlgO0 (resp. LtO0 ), and X is cofibrant in the
underlying category C (resp. SymSeq), then i is a cofibration in AlgO (resp.
LtO ).

(b) If the forgetful functor AlgO ! C (resp. LtO ! SymSeq) preserves cofibrant
objects, and Y is a cofibrant O0–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O0–module), then
Y is cofibrant in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O0–modules. Consider part (b). Let Y

be a cofibrant left O0–module. The map ∅! Y in LtO factors functorially in LtO as
∅!X

p
�! Y a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration; here, ∅ denotes an initial

object in LtO . We first want to show there exists a left O0–module structure on X

such that p is a map in LtO0 . Consider the solid commutative diagram

O
g

��

// End.X
p
�! Y /

.�/

��

.��/ // Mapı.X;X /

.id;p/
��

O0
m //

m

99

Mapı.Y;Y /
.p;id/ // Mapı.X;Y /

in SymSeq such that the right-hand square is a pullback diagram. It is easy to verify that
the maps .�/ and .��/ are morphisms of operads. By assumption, X is cofibrant in
SymSeq, hence we know that .id;p/ is an acyclic fibration by [33, 6.2], and therefore
.�/ is an acyclic fibration in SymSeq. Since g is a cofibration of operads, there
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exists a morphism of operads m that makes the diagram commute. It follows that the
composition

O0 m
�! End.X

p
�! Y /

.��/
���!Mapı.X;X /

of operad maps determines a left O0–module structure on X such that p is a morphism
of left O0–modules. To finish the proof, we need to show that Y is cofibrant in LtO .
Consider the solid commutative diagram

∅

��

// X

p

��
Y

�
>>

Y

in LtO0 , where ∅ denotes an initial object in LtO0 . Since Y is cofibrant in LtO0 , and
p is an acyclic fibration, this diagram has a lift � in LtO0 . In particular, Y is a retract
of X in LtO0 , and hence in LtO . Noting that X is cofibrant in LtO finishes the proof
of part (b). Part (a) can be established exactly as in the proof of Theorem 5.50(a), by
replacing the map I !O with the map O!O0 .

Proof of Theorem 3.20 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Since X

is cofibrant in LtO and g� is a left Quillen functor, g�.X / is cofibrant in LtJ1
and

hence by Theorem 7.21 and Proposition 7.23 it follows that g�g�.X /' TQ.X /. To
iterate the argument, it suffices to verify that the right Quillen functor g� preserves
cofibrant objects: this follows from Theorem 5.49 and Theorem 4.11.

The following theorem is closely related to Rezk [61, 4.1.15].

Theorem 5.50 Let O be a cofibrant operad in C. Suppose that Homotopical assump-
tion 5.2 is satisfied.

(a) If i W X ! Z is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ), and X is cofibrant in the
underlying category C (resp. SymSeq), then i is a cofibration in the underlying
category C (resp. SymSeq).

(b) If Y is a cofibrant O–algebra (resp. cofibrant left O–module), then Y is
cofibrant in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq).

(c) If the unit S is cofibrant in C, then OŒr � is cofibrant in C†
op
r for each r � 0.

Proof The proof of this result is very similar to that of the previous theorem. It
suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider part (a). Let i W X ! Z
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be a cofibration in LtO . The map i factors functorially in the underlying category
SymSeq as

X
j
�! Y

p
�!Z;

a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration. We want first to show there exists a left
O–module structure on Y such that j and p are maps in LtO . Consider the solid
commutative diagram

I

��

// End.X
j
�! Y

p
�!Z/

.�/

��

.��/ // Mapı.Y;Y /

.j ;p/

��
O m //

m

77

End.X
i
�!Z/ // Mapı.X;Y /�Mapı.X ;Z/ Mapı.Y;Z/

in SymSeq such that the right-hand square is a pullback diagram. It is easy to verify
that the maps .�/ and .��/ are morphisms of operads. By assumption, X is cofibrant
in SymSeq, hence we know that the pullback corner map .j ;p/ is an acyclic fibration
by [33, 6.2], and therefore .�/ is an acyclic fibration in SymSeq. Since O is a cofibrant
operad, the map I ! O is a cofibration of operads, and there exists a morphism of
operads m that makes the diagram commute. It follows that the composition

O m
�! End.X

j
�! Y

p
�!Z/

.��/
���!Mapı.Y;Y /

of operad maps determines a left O–module structure on Y such that j and p are
morphisms of left O–modules. To finish the proof, we need to show that i is a
cofibration in SymSeq. Consider the solid commutative diagram

X

i
��

j // Y

p

��
Z

�
>>

Z

in LtO . Since i is a cofibration and p is an acyclic fibration in LtO , the diagram has
a lift � in LtO . In particular, i is a retract of j in LtO , and hence in the underlying
category SymSeq. Noting that j is a cofibration in SymSeq finishes the proof of part (a).
Part (b) follows immediately from [32, proof of 10.2], which uses a similar argument;
it is also a special case of Theorem 5.49(b). Consider part (c). By assumption, the unit
S is cofibrant in C, hence the map ∅! I is a cofibration in SymSeq and therefore
Oı∅!OıI is a cofibration in LtO . Hence OŠOıI is a cofibrant left O–module,
and part (b) finishes the proof.
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Theorem 5.51 Let O be a cofibrant operad in R–modules with respect to the positive
flat stable model structure.

(a) OŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in Mod†
op
r

R for each r � 0.

(b) If i W X!Z is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ), and X is flat stable cofibrant in
the underlying category ModR (resp. SymSeq), then i is a flat stable cofibration
in the underlying category ModR (resp. SymSeq).

Proof Since every flat stable fibration in SymSeq is a positive flat stable fibration in
SymSeq, it follows that O is also a cofibrant operad in R–modules with respect to the
flat stable model structure. The proof of Theorem 5.50 finishes the argument.

Proposition 5.52 Let O be an operad in C and A 2 AlgO (resp. A 2 LtO ). Consider
the pushout diagram in LtO (resp. Lt zO ) of the form

(5.53)

O ı∅ //

��

yA

j
��

O ı I // yAq .O ı I/;

resp.

zO zı∅ //

��

zA

j
��

zO zı yI // zAq . zO zı yI/:

There are natural isomorphisms

OAŒt�Š . yAq .O ı I//Œt�; resp. OAŒt�Œr �Š . zAq . zO zı yI//Œr �Œt�;

for each r; t � 0. Here, yI is the symmetric array concentrated at 0 with value I .

Proof This follows from Propositions 5.5, 5.8, 5.29 and 5.30.

Proposition 5.54 Let O be a cofibrant operad in C. Suppose that O; zO and C satisfy
Homotopical assumption 5.2. If i W X ! Z is a cofibration in Lt zO such that X is
cofibrant in the underlying category SymArray , then i is a cofibration in the underlying
category SymArray .

Proof This proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.50, except for the following variation
on the lifting argument. Let i W X ! Z be a cofibration in Lt zO . The map i factors
functorially in the underlying category SymArray as

X
j
�! Y

p
�!Z;
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a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration. We need to show there exists a left
zO–module structure on Y such that j and p are maps in Lt zO . Consider the solid

diagram

End.X
j
�! Y

p
�!Z/

.�/

��

.��/ // Mapzı.Y;Y /

.j ;p/

��
zO m //

m

77

End.X
i
�!Z/ // Mapzı.X;Y /�Mapzı.X ;Z/ Mapzı.Y;Z/

in SymArray , such that the square is a pullback diagram. It is easy to verify that the
maps .�/ and .��/ are morphisms of operads. Since X is cofibrant in SymArray ,
the pullback corner map .j ;p/ is an acyclic fibration in SymArray by [33, 6.2], and
therefore .�/ is as well. We need to show there exists a map of operads m that makes
the diagram commute. By the right-hand adjunction in (5.28), it is enough to show
there exists a map m of operads in C that makes the corresponding diagram

Ev0

�
End.X

j
�! Y

p
�!Z/

�
Ev0.�/

��

O m //

m

77

Ev0

�
End.X

i
�!Z/

�
of operads in C commute. Since O is a cofibrant operad in C, the desired lift m exists.
It follows that the composition .��/m of operad maps determines a left zO–module
structure on Y such that j and p are morphisms of left zO–modules. To finish the
proof, we need to show that i is a cofibration in SymArray , which follows exactly as
in the proof of Theorem 5.50.

Proposition 5.55 Let O be a cofibrant operad in C. Suppose that O; zO and C satisfy
Homotopical assumption 5.2. If the unit S is cofibrant in C, and A is an O–algebra
(resp. left O–module) that is cofibrant in the underlying category C (resp. SymSeq),
then OAŒr � is cofibrant in C†

op
r (resp. SymSeq†

op
r ) for each r � 0.

Proof This follows from Proposition 5.52, Theorem 5.50 and Proposition 5.54.

Proposition 5.56 Let O be a cofibrant operad in R–modules with respect to the
positive flat stable model structure. If A is an O–algebra (resp. left O–module) that
is flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq), then OAŒr � is flat stable cofibrant in
Mod†

op
r

R (resp. SymSeq†
op
r ) for each r � 0.

Proof Since every flat stable fibration in SymSeq is a positive flat stable fibration in
SymSeq, it follows that O is also a cofibrant operad in R–modules with respect to the
flat stable model structure. The proof of Proposition 5.55 finishes the argument.
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5.57 Proofs

The purpose of this short subsection is to prove Propositions 3.30, 4.32, 4.38, 4.40 and
4.46.

Proof of Proposition 3.30 This follows from a small object argument together with an
analysis of the functor F appearing in the adjunction F W SymSeq //OpWUoo with left
adjoint on top and U the forgetful functor; here, Op denotes the category of operads.
It is easy to verify that the functor F can be constructed by a filtered colimit of the
form

F.A/Š colim
�
I ! I qA! I qA ı .I qA/! I qA ı .I qA ı .I qA//! : : :

�
in the underlying category SymSeq; this useful description appears in Rezk [61].
Using this description of F , it is easy to verify that the unit map I ! O0 of the
operad O0 constructed in the small object argument satisfies the desired property in
Cofibrancy condition 1.15.

Proof of Proposition 4.32 For a recent reference of part (a) in the context of symmetric
spectra, see Schwede [68]. Consider part (b). It is enough to treat the special case where
X;Y are furthermore fibrant and cofibrant in the category of R–modules with the flat
stable model structure. Let R0 ! R be a cofibrant replacement in the category of
monoids in .Sp†;˝S ;S/ with the flat stable model structure (see [33] or Schwede and
Shipley [70]). Since the sphere spectrum S is flat stable cofibrant in Sp† , we know by
Theorem 5.18(a) that R0 is flat stable cofibrant in the underlying category Sp† , and it
follows from [31; 32] by arguing as in the proof of Theorem 3.26 that there are natural
weak equivalences X^LY DX.˝S /

L
RY 'X 0.˝S /

L
R0Y

0'jBar˝S .X 0;R0;Y 0/jDjBj.
Here, X 0! X and Y 0! Y are functorial flat stable cofibrant replacements in the
category of right (resp. left) R0–modules. Denote by B the indicated simplicial bar
construction with respect to ˝S . We need to verify that jBj is .mCnC1/–connected.
We know by Theorem 5.18(b) that X 0;Y 0 are flat stable cofibrant in the underlying
category Sp† , hence it follows from part (a) that B is object-wise .mC nC 1/–
connected and Proposition 4.30 finishes the proof for part (b). Part (c) is verified
exactly as in the proof of part (b) above, except using the group algebra spectrum
RŒ†t � instead of R. Part (d) follows easily from part (b) together with (2.5). Part (e)
follows easily from parts (d) and (c) together with (2.5).

Proof of Proposition 4.38 It suffices to consider the case of simplicial left �1O–
modules. Consider the map ∅! B in sLt�1O , and use functorial factorization in
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sLt�1O [32, 3.6] to obtain ∅!Bc!B , a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration.
By Proposition 4.18 and [32, 5.6], there is a retract of the form

jikO ı�1O Bcj

.�/
��

// jO ı�1O Bcj

.��/
��

// jikO ı�1O Bcj

.�/
��

ikO ı�1O colim
Lt�1O
�op Bc // O ı�1O colim

Lt�1O
�op Bc // ikO ı�1O colim

Lt�1O
�op Bc

in SymSeq. Since Bc is cofibrant in sLt�1O , the proof of [32, 3.15] implies that
O ı�1O Bc is cofibrant in sLtO . It follows therefore from [32, 5.24] that .��/ is a
weak equivalence, hence .�/ is also a weak equivalence. We know from [32, 3.12]
that Bc is object-wise cofibrant in Lt�1O , hence there are natural weak equivalences
ikOı�1OBc ' ikOıh�1OBc ' ikOıh�1OB: It follows that there are natural weak equiv-
alences

ikO ıh�1O hocolim
Lt�1O
�op B ' ikO ıh�1O hocolim

Lt�1O
�op Bc

' ikO ıh�1O colim
Lt�1O
�op Bc

' ikO ı�1O colim
Lt�1O
�op Bc

' jikO ı�1O Bc
j

' hocolimLtO
�op ikO ı�1O Bc

' hocolimLtO
�op ikO ıh�1O Bc

' hocolimLtO
�op ikO ıh�1O B;

which finishes the proof; here we have used Theorem 7.26.

Proof of Proposition 4.40 Consider part (a) and the case of R–modules. The map
f factors functorially in ModR with the flat stable model structure as

X
g
�! Y

h
�!Z

a cofibration followed by an acyclic fibration, and hence the map f ^t factors as

X^t g^t

��! Y ^t h^t

��!Z^t :

Since smashing with a flat stable cofibrant R–module preserves weak equivalences,
h^t is a weak equivalence, and hence it is enough to check that g^t is n–connected.
We argue by induction on t . Using the pushout diagrams in Definition 5.9 (see, for
instance, [31, 4.15]) together with the natural isomorphisms Y ^t=Qt

t�1
Š .Y=X /^t ,

it follows that each of the maps

X^t
�!Qt

1 �!Qt
2 �! � � � �!Qt

t�1 �! Y ^t
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is at least n–connected, which finishes the proof for the case of R–modules. The case
of symmetric sequences is similar. Consider part (b). This follows by proceeding as in
the proof of part (a), except using the positive flat stable model structure, together with
part (a) and Propositions 7.17, 7.18, 7.35 and 4.32.

Propositions 5.58, 5.59 and 5.60 will be needed for the proof of Proposition 4.46 below.
The following homotopy spectral sequence for a simplicial unbounded chain complex
is well known; for a recent reference, see Weibel [75, 5.6].

Proposition 5.58 Let Y be a simplicial unbounded chain complex over K . There is a
natural homologically graded spectral sequence in the right-half plane such that

E2
p;q DHp.Hq.Y //H)HpCq.jY j/:

Here, Hq.Y / denotes the simplicial K–module obtained by applying Hq level-wise to
Y , and K is any commutative ring.

Proposition 5.59 Let Y be a simplicial unbounded chain complex over Z. Let m2Z.
Assume that Y is level-wise m–connected.

(a) If HkYn is finite for every k; n, then Hk jY j is finite for every k .

(b) If HkYn is a finitely generated abelian group for every k; n, then Hk jY j is a
finitely generated abelian group for every k .

Proof This follows from Proposition 5.58.

Recall the following Eilenberg–Moore-type spectral sequences; for a recent reference,
see Weibel [75, 5.7].

Proposition 5.60 Let t � 1. Let A;B be unbounded chain complexes over K with a
right (resp. left) †t –action. There is a natural homologically graded spectral sequence
in the right-half plane such that

E2
p;q D TorKŒ†t �

p;q .H�A;H�B/H)HpCq.A˝
L
†t

B/:

Here, K is any commutative ring, .ChK;˝;K/ denotes the closed symmetric monoidal
category of unbounded chain complexes over K , KŒ†t � is the group algebra, and ˝L

†t

is the total left derived functor of ˝†t
.
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Proof of Proposition 4.46 Consider part (a). It is enough to treat the special case
where M;N are furthermore cofibrant in the category of right (resp. left) A–modules.
Let A0!A be a cofibrant replacement in the category of monoids in .ChZ;˝;Z/ with
the model structure of [70]. Since Z is cofibrant in ChZ , we know by Theorem 5.18(a)
that A0 is cofibrant in the underlying category ChZ , and it follows easily by arguing
as in the proof of Theorem 3.26 that there are natural weak equivalences M ˝L

A N '

M 0˝L
A0N

0'jBar˝.M 0;A0;N 0/jD jBj: Here, M 0!M and N 0!N are functorial
cofibrant replacements in the category of right (resp. left) A0–modules. Denote by
B the indicated simplicial bar construction with respect to ˝. We need to verify that
Hk.jBj/ is finite for every k . We know by Theorem 5.18(b) that M 0;N 0 are cofibrant
in the underlying category ChZ , hence it follows from Proposition 5.60 (with t D 1)
that Hk.Bn/ is finite for every k and n, and Proposition 5.59 finishes the proof for
part (a). Part (b) is similar.

6 Homotopical analysis of the simplicial bar constructions

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorem 4.19 together with several closely
related technical results on simplicial structures and the simplicial bar constructions.
The results established here lie at the heart of the proofs of the main theorems in this
paper.

6.1 Simplicial structure on AlgO and LtO

The purpose of this subsection is to describe the simplicial structure on AlgO (resp.
LtO ) and to prove several related results. The key technical results of this subsection
are Proposition 6.11 and Theorem 6.18. They are used in the proof of Theorem 4.19 to
construct skeletal filtrations in AlgO0 (resp. LtO0 ) of realizations (Definition 4.2) of
the simplicial bar constructions (Proposition 4.10).

Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules, and let O 2 SymSeq, X in ModR (resp.
SymSeq), and K 2 S. Define � to be the natural map

O ı .X /^KC
�
�!O ı .X ^KC/

�
resp. .O ıX /^KC

�
�!O ı .X ^KC/

�
in ModR (resp. SymSeq) induced by the natural maps K!K�t in S for t � 0; these
are the diagonal maps for t � 1 and the constant map for t D 0. Here, S denotes the
category of simplicial sets. The construction of the tensor product below is motivated by
Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell and May [18, VII.2.10]. Simplicial structures in the context
of symmetric spectra have also been exploited in Hornbostel [37] and Schwede [68];
see also Arone and Ching [2] and McClure, Schwanzl and Vogt [55].
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Definition 6.2 Let O be an operad in R–modules, X an O–algebra (resp. left O–
module), and K a simplicial set. Define the tensor product X P̋ K in AlgO (resp. LtO )
by the reflexive coequalizer

X P̋ K WD colim
�
O ı .X ^KC/ O ı

�
O ı .X /^KC

�
d1

oo
d0oo

�
(6.3)

�
resp. X P̋ K WD colim

�
O ı .X ^KC/ O ı

�
.O ıX /^KC

�
d1

oo
d0oo

��
(6.4)

in AlgO (resp. LtO ), with d0 induced by operad multiplication mW O ıO!O and
the map � , while d1 is induced by the left O–action map mW O ı .X /! X (resp.
mW O ıX !X ).

Let O be an operad in R–modules, consider X;Y in ModR (resp. SymSeq), K 2 S,
and recall the isomorphisms

homModR.X ^KC;Y /Š homModR.X;Map.KC;Y //(6.5) �
resp. homSymSeq.X ^KC;Y /Š homSymSeq.X;Map.KC;Y //

�
(6.6)

natural in X;K;Y . Here, we are using the useful shorthand notation Map.KC;�/
to denote Map.R˝G0KC;�/; see just above Definition 4.2. If Y is an O–algebra
(resp. left O–module), then Map.KC;Y / has an O–algebra (resp. left O–module)
structure induced by mW O ı .Y /! Y (resp. mW O ıY ! Y ). The next proposition is
a formal argument left to the reader. We will use it below in several proofs.

Proposition 6.7 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Let X 2 SymSeq, Y 2 LtO , and
K 2 S. If f W X ^KC! Y is a map in SymSeq, then the diagram

.O ıX /^KC

�

��

idıf^id//
�
O ıMap.KC;Y /

�
^KC

� // O ı
�
Map.KC;Y /^KC

�
idıev
��

O ı .X ^KC/
idıf // O ıY

in SymSeq commutes. Here, ev denotes the evaluation map, and we have used the
same notation for both f and its adjoint (6.6).

The following proposition will be useful.
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Proposition 6.8 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Let X;Y be O–algebras (resp.
left O–modules) and K a simplicial set. There are isomorphisms

homAlgO.X P̋ K;Y /Š homAlgO.X;Map.KC;Y //�
resp. homLtO.X P̋ K;Y /Š homLtO.X;Map.KC;Y //

�
natural in X;K;Y .

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. We need to verify that
specifying a map X P̋ K!Y in LtO is the same as specifying a map X!Map.KC;Y /
in LtO , and that the resulting correspondence is natural. Suppose f W X P̋ K! Y is a
map of left O–modules, and consider the corresponding commutative diagram

(6.9)

X P̋ K

f

��

O ı .X ^KC/

��

oo

f

xx

O ı
�
.O ıX /^KC

�
��

d1

oo
d0oo

Y O ıY
moo O ıO ıY

idım
oo

mıidoo

in LtO with rows reflexive coequalizer diagrams. Using the same notation for both
f W Oı.X ^KC/!Y in LtO and its adjoints f W X ^KC!Y in SymSeq (2.20) and
f W X!Map.KC;Y / in SymSeq (6.6), it follows easily from (6.9) and Proposition 6.7
that the diagram

.O ıX /^KC

idıf^id
��

m^id // X ^KC
f^id // Map.KC;Y /^KC

ev

��

�
O ıMap.KC;Y /

�
^KC

�

��
O ı

�
Map.KC;Y /^KC

� idıev // O ıY
m // Y

in SymSeq commutes, which implies that f W X ! Map.KC;Y / is a map of left
O–modules. Conversely, suppose f W X !Map.KC;Y / is a map of left O–modules,
and consider the corresponding map f W X ^KC! Y in SymSeq. We need to verify
that the adjoint map f W O ı .X ^KC/! Y in LtO induces a map f W X P̋ K! Y in
LtO . Applying O ı� to the commutative diagram in Proposition 6.7, it follows that
fd0 D fd1 , which finishes the proof.
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Definition 6.10 Let O be an operad in R–modules. The realization functors

j � jAlgO W sAlgO �! AlgO; j � jLtO W sLtO �! LtO;

for simplicial O–algebras and simplicial left O–modules, respectively, are defined
object-wise by the coends jX jAlgO WDX P̋ ��Œ��C and jX jLtO WDX P̋ ��Œ��C .

Recall that the realization functors j � j in Definition 4.2 are the left adjoints in the
adjunctions (4.4) with right adjoints the functors Map.�Œ��C;�/. The following
proposition is closely related to Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell and May [18, VII.3.3]; see
also Arone and Ching [2, A].

Proposition 6.11 Let O be an operad in R–modules and X a simplicial O–algebra
(resp. simplicial left O–module). The realization functors fit into adjunctions

sAlgO
j�jAlgO// AlgO;oo sLtO

j�jLtO //
LtO;oo(6.12)

sAlgO
j�j // AlgO;oo sLtO

j�j //
LtO;oo(6.13)

with left adjoints on top and right adjoints the functors Map.�Œ��C;�/. In particular,
there are isomorphisms jX j Š jX jAlgO in AlgO (resp. jX j Š jX jLtO in LtO ), natural
in X .

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Let X be a simplicial left
O–module. Verifying (6.12) follows easily from Proposition 6.8 and the universal
property of coends. Consider (6.13). Suppose f W jX j!Y is a map of left O–modules,
and consider the corresponding left-hand commutative diagram

O ı jX j Š jO ıX j

idıf
��

jmj // jX j

f

��
O ıY

m // Y;

O ıX

.�/
��

m // X

f
��

Map.�Œ��C;O ıY /
.id;m/ // Map.�Œ��C;Y /;

in SymSeq. Using the same notation for both f W jX j ! Y in SymSeq and its adjoint
f W X ! Map.�Œ��C;Y / in sSymSeq (4.4), we know by (4.4) that the left-hand
diagram commutes if and only if its corresponding right-hand diagram in sSymSeq

commutes. Since the map .�/ factors in sSymSeq as

O ıX
idıf
���!O ıMap.�Œ��C;Y / �!Map.�Œ��C;O ıY /

the proof is complete.
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Proposition 6.14 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Let X;Y be O–algebras (resp.
left O–modules) and K;L simplicial sets. Then

(a) the functor X P̋ �W S!AlgO (resp. X P̋ �W S!LtO ) commutes with all colimits
and there are natural isomorphisms X P̋ � ŠX ,

(b) there are isomorphisms X P̋ .K �L/Š .X P̋ K/ P̋ L, natural in X;K;L.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Part (a) follows easily from
(6.4) and (2.20). Part (b) follows easily from the Yoneda Lemma by verifying there
are natural isomorphisms homLtO..X P̋ K/ P̋ L;Y /Š homLtO.X P̋ .K �L/;Y /; this
involves several applications of Proposition 6.8, together with the observation that
the natural isomorphism Map.KC;Map.LC;Y // Š Map.KC ^LC;Y / in SymSeq

respects the left O–module structures.

Definition 6.15 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Let X;Y be O–algebras (resp.
left O–modules). The mapping space Hom.X;Y / 2 S is defined object-wise by

Hom.X;Y /n WD homAlgO.X P̋ �Œn�;Y /;

resp. Hom.X;Y /n WD homLtO.X P̋ �Œn�;Y /:

Proposition 6.16 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Then the category of O–
algebras and the category of left O–modules are simplicial categories (in the sense of
[27, II.2.1]), where the mapping space functor is that of Definition 6.15.

Proof This follows from Proposition 6.8 and Proposition 6.14, together with Goerss
and Jardine [27, II.2.4].

Proposition 6.17 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Consider AlgO (resp. LtO )
with the model structure of Theorem 7.15 or Theorem 7.16.

(a) If j W K!L is a cofibration in S, and pW X ! Y is a fibration in AlgO (resp.
LtO ), then the pullback corner map

Map.LC;X / �!Map.KC;X /�Map.KC;Y / Map.LC;Y /

is a fibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ) that is an acyclic fibration if either j or p is a
weak equivalence.

(b) If j W A! B is a cofibration in AlgO (resp. LtO ), and pW X ! Y is a fibration
in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then the pullback corner map

Hom.B;X / �!Hom.A;X /�Hom.A;Y /Hom.B;Y /

is a fibration in S that is an acyclic fibration if either j or p is a weak equivalence.
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Proof Consider the case of left O–modules with the positive flat stable model structure.
Part (a) follows from the proof of Proposition 6.21, and part (b) follows from part
(a) together with Goerss and Jardine [27, II.3.13]. The case of O–algebras with the
positive flat stable model structure is similar. Consider the case of O–algebras or left
O–modules with the positive stable model structure. This follows by exactly the same
argument as above together with the fact that R˝G0.�/C applied to a cofibration
in S gives a cofibration in ModR with the stable model structure (see Section 7 and
Schwede [68]).

The following theorem states that the simplicial structure respects the model category
structure; this has also been observed in the context of symmetric spectra in Horn-
bostel [37] and Schwede [68]; see also Arone and Ching [2], Elmendorf, Kriz, Mandell
and May [18] and McClure, Schwanzl and Vogt [55].

Theorem 6.18 Let O be an operad in R–modules. Consider AlgO (resp. LtO ) with
the model structure of Theorem 7.15 or Theorem 7.16. Then AlgO (resp. LtO ) is a
simplicial model category with the mapping space functor of Definition 6.15.

Proof This follows from Proposition 6.16 and Proposition 6.17, together with Goerss
and Jardine [27, II.3.13].

6.19 Homotopical analysis of the simplicial bar constructions

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Theorem 4.19. This will require that
we establish certain homotopical properties of the tensor product (Proposition 6.21)
and circle product (Theorem 6.22 and Proposition 6.23) constructions arising in the
description of the degenerate subobjects (Proposition 6.25).

Proposition 6.20 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules. Let A;B be sym-
metric sequences.

(a) f W X !Y is a flat stable cofibration in ModR and X0
Š
�!Y0 is an isomorphism

if and only if f is a positive flat stable cofibration in ModR .

(b) f W X ! Y is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq and X Œr �0
Š
�! Y Œr �0 is an

isomorphism for each r � 0 if and only if f is a positive flat stable cofibration
in SymSeq.

(c) If X;Y 2ModR , then there is a natural isomorphism .X ^Y /0 ŠX0 ^R0
Y0 .

(d) If X;Y 2ModR and Y0 D �, then .X ^Y /0 D �.
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(e) If BŒr �0 D � for each r � 0, then .A L̋ B/Œr �0 D � for each r � 0.

(f) If AŒ0�0 D �D BŒr �0 for each r � 0, then .A ıB/Œr �0 D � for each r � 0.

(g) If AŒr �0 D � for each r � 0, then .A ıB/Œr �0 D � for each r � 0.

Proof Parts (a) and (b) follow from Proposition 7.34. The remaining parts are an easy
exercise left to the reader.

Proposition 6.21 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules, and consider SymSeq

with the positive flat stable model structure.

(a) If i W K!L is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq, and j W A!B is a cofibration
in SymSeq, then L L̋ A

`
K L̋ A K L̋ B ! L L̋ B is a cofibration in SymSeq

that is an acyclic cofibration if either i or j is a weak equivalence.

(b) If j W A!B is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq, and pW X ! Y is a fibration
in SymSeq, then Map L̋ .B;X / ! Map L̋ .A;X / �Map L̋ .A;Y / Map L̋ .B;Y / is
a fibration in SymSeq that is an acyclic fibration if either j or p is a weak
equivalence.

(c) If j W A ! B is a cofibration in SymSeq, and pW X ! Y is a fibration in
SymSeq, then Map L̋ .B;X /!Map L̋ .A;X /�Map L̋ .A;Y / Map L̋ .B;Y / is a flat
stable fibration in SymSeq that is a flat stable acyclic fibration if either j or p is
a weak equivalence.

Proof Consider part (a). Suppose i W K!L is a flat stable cofibration in SymSeq and
j W A!B is a cofibration in SymSeq. The pushout corner map is a flat stable cofibration
in SymSeq by [33, 6.1], hence by Proposition 6.20 it suffices to verify the pushout
corner map .L L̋ A/Œr �0

`
.K L̋ A/Œr�0

.K L̋ B/Œr �0! .L L̋ B/Œr �0 is an isomorphism
for each r � 0. We can therefore conclude by (2.5) together with Proposition 6.20.
The other cases are similar. Parts (b) and (c) follow from part (a) and the natural
isomorphisms (2.10).

Theorem 6.22 Consider symmetric sequences in R–modules, and consider SymSeq

with the positive flat stable model structure.

(a) If i W K!L is a map in SymSeq such that KŒr �!LŒr � is a flat stable cofibration
in ModR for each r � 1 and j W A!B is a cofibration between cofibrant objects
in SymSeq, then LıA

`
KıA K ıB!LıB is a cofibration in SymSeq that is

an acyclic cofibration if either i or j is a weak equivalence.
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(b) If i W K!L is a map in SymSeq such that KŒr �!LŒr � is a flat stable cofibration
in ModR for each r � 0, KŒ0�0!LŒ0�0 is an isomorphism and B is a cofibrant
object in SymSeq, then the map K ıB!L ıB is a cofibration in SymSeq that
is an acyclic cofibration if i is a weak equivalence.

Proof Consider part (a). Suppose KŒt�! LŒt� is a flat stable cofibration in ModR
for each t � 1 and j W A! B is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in SymSeq.
We want to verify each LŒt�^†t

A
L̋ t
`

K Œt�^†t
A
L̋ t KŒt�^†t

B
L̋ t !LŒt�^†t

B
L̋ t is

a cofibration in SymSeq. If t D 0, this map is an isomorphism. Let t � 1. Consider
any acyclic fibration pW X ! Y in SymSeq. We want to show that the pushout corner
map has the left lifting property with respect to p . Consider any such lifting problem;
we want to verify that the corresponding solid commutative diagram

A
L̋ t

��

// Map.LŒt�;X /

.�/

��
B
L̋ t //

44

Map.KŒt�;X /�Map.K Œt�;Y / Map.LŒt�;Y /

in SymSeq†t has a lift. We know that the left-hand vertical map is a cofibration
in SymSeq†t by Proposition 7.17, hence it suffices to verify that the map .�/Œr �

is a positive flat stable acyclic fibration in ModR for each r � 0. By considering
symmetric sequences concentrated at 0, Proposition 6.21 finishes the argument for
this case. The other cases are similar. Consider part (b). Suppose KŒt�! LŒt� is a
flat stable cofibration in ModR for each t � 0, KŒ0�0 ! LŒ0�0 is an isomorphism
and B is a cofibrant object in SymSeq. We need to check that each induced map
KŒt� ^†t

B
L̋ t ! LŒt� ^†t

B
L̋ t is a cofibration in SymSeq. The proof of part (a)

implies this for t � 1 and Proposition 6.20 implies this for t D 0. The other case is
similar.

Proposition 6.23 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �, and let
�W I!O be its unit map. Assume that I Œr �!OŒr � is a flat stable cofibration between
flat stable cofibrant objects in ModR for each r � 0.

(a) If i W K!L is a map in SymSeq such that KŒr �!LŒr � is a flat stable cofibration
in ModR for each r � 1, then the pushout corner map�

L ı I
a
KıI

K ıO
�
Œr � �! .L ıO/Œr �

is a flat stable cofibration in ModR for each r � 0.

(b) If t � 1, then the induced map .I L̋ t /Œr �! .O L̋ t /Œr � is a flat stable cofibration
in Mod†t

R for each r � 0.
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Proof Consider part (b). The induced map is an isomorphism for 0 � r � t � 1

and the case for r � t follows from Proposition 7.34 by arguing as in the proof of
Proposition 7.17. Consider part (a). We need to verify that each

LŒt�^†t
.I
L̋ t /Œr �

a
K Œt�^†t

.I L̋ t /Œr�

KŒt�^†t
.O L̋ t /Œr � �!LŒt�^†t

.O L̋ t /Œr �

is a flat stable cofibration in ModR . If t D 0, this map is an isomorphism. Let t � 1,
and let pW X ! Y be a flat stable acyclic fibration in ModR . We need to show that the
pushout corner map has the left lifting property with respect to p . Consider any such
lifting problem; we want to verify that the corresponding solid commutative diagram

.I
L̋ t /Œr �

��

// Map.LŒt�;X /

.�/

��
.O L̋ t /Œr � //

44

Map.KŒt�;X /�Map.K Œt�;Y / Map.LŒt�;Y /

in Mod†t

R has a lift. The left-hand vertical map is a flat stable cofibration in Mod†t

R
by part (b), hence it suffices to verify the map .�/ is a flat stable acyclic fibration in
ModR . By assumption, each KŒt�!LŒt� is a flat stable cofibration in ModR , which
finishes the proof.

Definition 6.24 Let O be an operad in R–modules, t � 1 and n� 0.

� Cubet is the category with objects the vertices .v1; : : : ; vt / 2 f0; 1g
t of the unit

t –cube. There is at most one morphism between any two objects, and there is a
morphism .v1; : : : ; vt /! .v0

1
; : : : ; v0t / if and only if vi � v

0
i for each 1� i � t .

In particular, Cubet is the category associated to a partial order on the set f0; 1gt .

� The punctured cube pCubet is the full subcategory of Cubet with all objects
except the terminal object .1; : : : ; 1/ of Cubet .

� Define the functor wW pCubet ! SymSeq object-wise by

w.v1; : : : ; vt / WD c1 ı � � � ı ct with ci WD

�
I for vi D 0,
O for vi D 1,

and with morphisms induced by the unit map �W I !O .

� If X is an object in sModR or sSymSeq, denote by DXn �Xn the degenerate
subobject [32, 9.12] of Xn .

The following proposition gives a useful construction of degenerate subobjects.
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Proposition 6.25 Let O be an operad in R–modules, Y an O–algebra (resp. left
O–module) and N a right O–module. Let t �1 and n�0. Define X WDBar.N;O;Y /
and Qt WD colimpCubet

.N ıw/, and consider the induced maps ��W Q0 WD �!N and
��W Q

t !N ıOıt .

(a) The inclusion map DXn!Xn is isomorphic to the map

Qn
ı .Y /

��ı.id/
�����!N ıOın ı .Y /; resp. Qn

ıY
��ıid
���!N ıOın ıY:

(b) The induced map ��W QnC1!N ıOı.nC1/ is isomorphic to the pushout corner
map .N ıOın ı I/q.QnıI / .Q

n ıO/! N ıOı.nC1/ induced by �W I ! O
and ��W Qn!N ıOın .

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider part (a). It follows
easily from [32, 9.23], together with the fact that �ıY W SymSeq! SymSeq commutes
with colimits (2.9), that there are natural isomorphisms

DX0 D �;

DX1 ŠN ı I ıY;

DX2 Š .N ıO ı I ıY /q.N ıIıIıY / .N ı I ıO ıY /

Š
�
.N ıO ı I/q.N ıIıI / .N ı I ıO/

�
ıY; : : : ;

DXt Š colimpCubet
.N ıw ıY /Š

�
colimpCubet

.N ıw/
�
ıY;

in SymSeq. Consider part (b). Since � ı BW SymSeq ! SymSeq commutes with
colimits for each B 2SymSeq, it follows easily that the colimit QnC1 may be computed
inductively using pushout corner maps.

Theorem 6.26 Let O be an operad in R–modules such that OŒ0� D �, Y an O–
algebra (resp. left O–module) and N a right O–module, and consider the unit map
�W I ! O . Assume that I Œr �! OŒr � is a flat stable cofibration between flat stable
cofibrant objects in ModR for each r � 0 and that N Œr � is flat stable cofibrant in ModR
for each r � 0. Let X WD Bar.N;O;Y /. If Y is positive flat stable cofibrant in ModR
(resp. SymSeq) and N Œ0�0 D �, then the inclusion maps

� �!DXn �!Xn; � �! jBar.N;O;Y /j;

are positive flat stable cofibrations in ModR (resp. SymSeq) for each n � 0. In
particular, the simplicial bar construction Bar.N;O;Y / is Reedy cofibrant in sModR
(resp. sSymSeq) with respect to the positive flat stable model structure.
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Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider Proposition 6.25;
let’s verify that the left-hand induced maps

(6.27) � �!QnŒr � �! .N ıOın/Œr �; QnŒ0�0 D �D .N ıOın/Œ0�0;

are flat stable cofibrations in ModR for each n; r � 0 and that the right-hand relations
are satisfied for each n� 0. It is easy to check this for nD 0 and, by induction on n,
the general case follows from Proposition 6.23 and Proposition 6.25. By assumption, Y

is positive flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq, hence by Proposition 6.25 and Theorem 6.22,
the inclusion maps � ! DXn ! Xn are positive flat stable cofibrations in SymSeq

for each n � 0. Since DXn and Xn are positive flat stable cofibrant in SymSeq for
each n� 0, we know by Proposition 7.34 that the relations DXnŒr �0D�DXnŒr �0 are
satisfied for each n; r �0. It then follows easily from the skeletal filtration of realization
[32, 9.11, 9.16], together with Proposition 6.20, that jBar.N;O;Y /j is positive flat
stable cofibrant in SymSeq. It is easy to check that the natural map DXn ! Xn is
isomorphic to the natural map LnX!Xn described in Goerss and Jardine [27, VII.1.8].
Hence, in particular, we have verified that X is Reedy cofibrant (see [27, VII.2.1]) in
sSymSeq.

Proposition 6.28 Let O be an operad in R–modules, Y an O–algebra (resp. left
O–module) and N a right O–module. Consider SymSeq with the flat stable model
structure. Assume that the unit map I !O is a cofibration between cofibrant objects
in SymSeq and that N is cofibrant in SymSeq. If Y is flat stable cofibrant in ModR
(resp. SymSeq), then jBar.N;O;Y /j is flat stable cofibrant in ModR (resp. SymSeq).

Proof Argue as in the proof of Theorem 6.26.

Proof of Theorem 4.19 It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. Consider
part (a). This follows as in the proof of Theorem 6.26, except using the skeletal filtration
in Goerss and Jardine [27, VII.3.8], Proposition 6.25 and Theorem 6.22, together with
the fact that O0 ı�W SymSeq! LtO0 is a left Quillen functor and hence preserves both
colimiting cones and cofibrations. Part (b) follows immediately from part (a) together
with Proposition 6.11, Theorem 6.18, and [27, VII.3.4].

7 Model structures

The purpose of this section is to prove Theorems 7.15, 7.16 and 7.21, together with
Theorems 7.25, 7.26 and 7.27, which improve the main results in [31; 32] from operads
in symmetric spectra to the more general context of operads in R–modules. Our
approach to this generalization, which is motivated by Hornbostel [37], is to establish
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only the necessary minimum of technical propositions for R–modules needed for the
proofs of the main results as described in [31; 32] to remain valid in the more general
context of R–modules.

7.1 Smash products and R–modules

Denote by .Sp†;˝S ;S/ the closed symmetric monoidal category of symmetric spectra
(see Hovey, Shipley and Smith [39] and Schwede [68]). To keep this section as concise
as possible, from now on we will freely use the notation from [31, Section 2] which
agrees (whenever possible) with [39].

The following is proved in [39, 2.1] and states that tensor product in the category S†�
inherits many of the good properties of smash product in the category S� .

Proposition 7.2 .S†� ;˝;S
0/ has the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal cat-

egory. All small limits and colimits exist and are calculated object-wise. The unit
S0 2 S†� is given by S0Œn�D � for each n� 1 and S0Œ0�D S0 .

There are two naturally occurring maps S˝S!S and S0!S in S†� that give S the
structure of a commutative monoid in .S†� ;˝;S

0/. Furthermore, for any symmetric
spectrum X , there is a naturally occurring map mW S ˝X !X endowing X with a
left action of S in .S†� ;˝;S

0/. The following is proved in [39, 2.2] and provides a
useful interpretation of symmetric spectra.

Proposition 7.3 Define the category †0 WD
`

n�0†n , a skeleton of †.

(a) The sphere spectrum S is a commutative monoid in .S†� ;˝;S
0/.

(b) The category of symmetric spectra is equivalent to the category of left S –modules
in .S†� ;˝;S

0/.

(c) The category of symmetric spectra is isomorphic to the category of left S –
modules in .S†

0

� ;˝;S
0/.

In this paper we will not distinguish between these equivalent descriptions of symmetric
spectra.

Definition 7.4 Let R be a commutative monoid in .Sp†;˝S ;S/ (Basic assumption
1.2). A left R–module is an object in .Sp†;˝S ;S/ with a left action of R and a
morphism of left R–modules is a map in Sp† that respects the left R–module structure.
Denote by ModR the category of left R–modules and their morphisms.
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The smash product X ^Y 2ModR of left R–modules X and Y is defined by

X^Y WDcolim
�
X ˝S Y X ˝S R˝S Y

m˝idoo

id˝m
oo

�
Šcolim

�
X ˝Y X ˝R˝Y

m˝idoo

id˝m
oo

�
;

the indicated colimit. Here, m denotes the indicated R–action map and since R is
a commutative monoid in .Sp†;˝S ;S/, a left action of R on X determines a right
action mW X ˝S R!X , which gives X the structure of an .R;R/–bimodule. Hence
the smash product X^Y of left R–modules, which is naturally isomorphic to X˝RY ,
has the structure of a left R–module.

Remark 7.5 Since R is commutative, we usually drop the adjective “left” and simply
refer to the objects of ModR as R–modules.

The following is an easy consequence of [39, 2.2].

Proposition 7.6 .ModR;^;R/ has the structure of a closed symmetric monoidal
category. All small limits and colimits exist and are calculated object-wise.

7.7 Model structures on R–modules

The material below intentionally parallels [31, Section 4], except that we work in the
more general context of R–modules instead of symmetric spectra. We need to recall
just enough notation so that we can describe and work with the (positive) flat stable
model structure on R–modules, and the corresponding projective model structures on
the diagram categories SymSeq and SymSeqG of R–modules, for G a finite group.
The functors involved in such a description are easy to understand when defined as the
left adjoints of appropriate functors, which is how they naturally arise in this context.

For each m� 0 and subgroup H �†m , denote by l W H!†m the inclusion of groups
and define the evaluation functor evmW S

†
� ! S†m

� object-wise by evm.X / WD Xm .
There are adjunctions

S�
//
SH
�

limH

oo
†m�H�//

S†m
�

l�
oo //

S†�evm

oo

with left adjoints on top. Define GH
m W S�! S†� to be the composition of the three top

functors, and define limH evmW S
†
� ! S� to be the composition of the three bottom

functors; we have dropped the restriction functor l� from the notation. It is easy to
check that if K 2 S� , then GH

m .K/ is the object in S†� that is concentrated at m with
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value †m �H K . Consider the forgetful functors Sp† ! S†� and ModR ! Sp† . It
follows from Proposition 7.3 that there are adjunctions

(7.8) S†�
S˝� //

Sp†oo
R˝S�//

ModRoo ; S†�
R˝� //

ModRoo ;

with left adjoints on top; the latter adjunction is the composition of the former ad-
junctions. For each p � 0, define the evaluation functor EvpW SymSeq ! ModR
object-wise by Evp.A/ WD AŒp�, and for each finite group G , consider the forgetful
functor SymSeqG

! SymSeq. There are adjunctions

ModR
Gp // SymSeq
Evp

oo
G�� //

SymSeqGoo

with left adjoints on top. It is easy to check that if X 2 ModR , then Gp.X / is the
symmetric sequence concentrated at p with value X �†p . Putting it all together, there
are adjunctions

(7.9) S�
GH

m //
S†�

limH evm

oo
R˝� //

ModRoo
Gp // SymSeq
Evp

oo
G�� //

SymSeqGoo

with left adjoints on top. We are now in a good position to describe several useful
model structures. It is proved in Shipley [71] that the following two model category
structures exist on R–modules.

Definition 7.10 (a) The flat stable model structure on ModR has weak equivalences
the stable equivalences, cofibrations the retracts of (possibly transfinite) compositions
of pushouts of maps

R˝GH
m @�Œk�C �!R˝GH

m �Œk�C .m� 0; k � 0; H �†m subgroup/;

and fibrations the maps with the right lifting property with respect to the acyclic
cofibrations.

(b) The positive flat stable model structure on ModR has weak equivalences the stable
equivalences, cofibrations the retracts of (possibly transfinite) compositions of pushouts
of maps

R˝GH
m @�Œk�C �!R˝GH

m �Œk�C .m� 1; k � 0; H �†m subgroup/;

and fibrations the maps with the right lifting property with respect to the acyclic
cofibrations.
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Remark 7.11 In the sets of maps above, it is important to note that H varies over
all subgroups of †m . For ease of notation purposes, we have followed Schwede [68]
in using the term flat (eg flat stable model structure) for what is called R (eg stable
R–model structure) in [39], [66] and [71].

Several useful properties of the flat stable model structure are summarized in the
following two propositions, which are consequences of Hovey, Shipley and Smith [39,
5.3, 5.4] as indicated below; see also Schwede [68]. These properties are used in several
sections of this paper.

Proposition 7.12 Consider ModR with the flat stable model structure. If Z 2ModR
is cofibrant, then the functor �^ZW ModR!ModR preserves (i) weak equivalences
and (ii) monomorphisms.

Proposition 7.13 If B 2ModR and X ! Y is a flat stable cofibration in ModR , then
B ^X ! B ^Y in ModR is a monomorphism.

Proof of Proposition 7.12 Part (i) is the R–module analog of [39, 5.3.10]. It can
also be verified as a consequence of [39, 5.3.10] by arguing exactly as in [31, proof
of 4.29(b)]. Part (ii) follows from the R–module analog of [39, 5.3.7]; see [39, proof
of 5.4.4] or [68].

Proof of Proposition 7.13 This follows from the R–module analog of [39, 5.3.7];
see [39, proof of 5.4.4] or [68].

The stable model structure on ModR is defined by fixing H in Definition 7.10(a)
to be the trivial subgroup. This is one of several model category structures that is
proved in Hovey, Shipley and Smith [39] to exist on R–modules. The positive stable
model structure on ModR is defined by fixing H in Definition 7.10(b) to be the trivial
subgroup. This model category structure is proved in Mandell, May, Schwede and
Shipley [53] to exist on R–modules. It follows immediately that every (positive) stable
cofibration is a (positive) flat stable cofibration.

These model structures on R–modules enjoy several good properties, including that
smash products of R–modules mesh nicely with each of the model structures defined
above. More precisely, each model structure above is cofibrantly generated, by generat-
ing cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations with small domains, and with respect to each
model structure .ModR;^;R/ is a monoidal model category.

If G is a finite group, it is easy to check that the diagram categories ModG
R , SymSeq

and SymSeqG inherit corresponding projective model category structures, where the
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weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are the maps that are underlying object-wise weak
equivalences (resp. object-wise fibrations). We refer to these model structures by
the names above (eg the positive flat stable model structure on SymSeqG ). Each of
these model structures is cofibrantly generated by generating cofibrations and acyclic
cofibrations with small domains. Furthermore, with respect to each model structure
.SymSeq;˝; 1/ is a monoidal model category; this is proved in [33].

7.14 Model structures on O–algebras and left O–modules

The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following two theorems. These generaliza-
tions are motivated by Hornbostel [37] and improve the corresponding results in [31, 1.1,
1.3] from operads in symmetric spectra to the more general context involving operads
in R–modules and play a key role in this paper. An important first step in establishing
these theorems was provided by the characterization in Schwede [68] of flat stable
cofibrations in ModR in terms of objects with an R0 –action; see Proposition 7.34
below for the needed generalization of this.

Theorem 7.15 (Positive flat stable model structure on AlgO and LtO ) Let O be
an operad in R–modules. Then the category of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules)
has a model category structure with weak equivalences the stable equivalences (resp.
object-wise stable equivalences) and fibrations the maps that are positive flat stable
fibrations (resp. object-wise positive flat stable fibrations) in the underlying category of
R–modules (Definition 7.10(b)).

Theorem 7.16 (Positive stable model structure on AlgO and LtO ) Let O be an
operad in R–modules. Then the category of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) has a
model category structure with weak equivalences the stable equivalences (resp. object-
wise stable equivalences) and fibrations the maps that are positive stable fibrations
(resp. object-wise positive stable fibrations) in the underlying category of R–modules
(Definition 7.10(b) and below Proposition 7.13).

We defer the proof of the following two propositions to Section 7.28.

Proposition 7.17 Let B 2Mod
†

op
t

R (resp. B 2 SymSeq†
op
t ) and t � 1. If i W X ! Y

is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with the positive
flat stable model structure, then

(a) X^t ! Y ^t (resp. X
L̋ t ! Y

L̋ t ) is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in
Mod†t

R (resp. SymSeq†t ) with the positive flat stable model structure, which is
a weak equivalence if i is a weak equivalence,

(b) the map B ^†t
Qt

t�1
! B^†t

Y ^t (resp. B L̋ †t
Qt

t�1
! B L̋ †t

Y
L̋ t ) is a

monomorphism.
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Proposition 7.18 Let G be a finite group and consider ModR , ModG
R , ModGop

R ,
SymSeq, SymSeqG and SymSeqGop

, each with the flat stable model structure.

(a) If B 2ModGop

R (resp. B 2 SymSeqGop
), then the functor

B ^G �W ModG
R �!ModR

�
resp. B L̋ G �W SymSeqG

�! SymSeq
�

preserves weak equivalences between cofibrant objects, and hence its total left
derived functor exists.

(b) If Z 2ModG
R (resp. Z 2 SymSeqG ) is cofibrant, then the functor

�^G ZW ModGop

R �!ModR
�
resp. � L̋ GZW SymSeqGop

�! SymSeq
�

preserves weak equivalences.

Proposition 7.19 Let O be an operad in R–modules, A 2 AlgO (resp. A 2 LtO ), and
i W X ! Y a generating acyclic cofibration in ModR (resp. SymSeq) with the positive
flat stable model structure. Consider any pushout diagram in AlgO (resp. LtO ) of
the form (5.11). Then j is a monomorphism and a weak equivalence in ModR (resp.
SymSeq).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. This is verified exactly as in
[31, proof of 4.4], except using .ModR;^;R/, Proposition 7.17 and Proposition 7.18
instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/, [31, 4.28] and [31, 4.29], respectively.

Proof of Theorem 7.15 Consider SymSeq and ModR , both with the positive flat
stable model structure. We will prove that the model structure on LtO (resp. AlgO ) is
created by the middle (resp. left-hand) free–forgetful adjunction in (2.20).

Define a map f in LtO to be a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if U.f / is a weak
equivalence (resp. fibration) in SymSeq. Similarly, define a map f in AlgO to be a
weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if U.f / is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) in
ModR . Define a map f in LtO (resp. AlgO ) to be a cofibration if it has the left lifting
property with respect to all acyclic fibrations in LtO (resp. AlgO ).

Consider the case of LtO . We want to verify the model category axioms (MC1)–
(MC5) in Dwyer and Spalinski [17]. Arguing exactly as in [31, proof of 1.1], this
reduces to the verification of Proposition 7.19. By construction, the model category
is cofibrantly generated. Argue similarly for the case of AlgO by considering left
O–modules concentrated at 0.
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Proof of Theorem 7.16 Consider SymSeq and ModR , both with the positive stable
model structure. We will prove that the model structure on LtO (resp. AlgO ) is created
by the middle (resp. left-hand) free–forgetful adjunction in (2.20).

Define a map f in LtO to be a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if U.f / is a weak
equivalence (resp. fibration) in SymSeq. Similarly, define a map f in AlgO to be a
weak equivalence (resp. fibration) if U.f / is a weak equivalence (resp. fibration) in
ModR . Define a map f in LtO (resp. AlgO ) to be a cofibration if it has the left lifting
property with respect to all acyclic fibrations in LtO (resp. AlgO ).

The model category axioms are verified exactly as in the proof of Theorem 7.15; this
reduces to the verification of Proposition 7.19.

7.20 Relations between homotopy categories

The purpose of this subsection is to prove the following theorem. This generalization
improves the corresponding result in [31, 1.4] from operads in symmetric spectra to
the more general context involving operads in R–modules. It plays a key role in this
paper.

Theorem 7.21 (Comparing homotopy categories) Let O be an operad in R–modules
and let AlgO (resp. LtO ) be the category of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) with
the model structure of Theorem 7.15 or Theorem 7.16. If f W O ! O0 is a map of
operads, then the adjunctions f�WAlgO

//
AlgO0 W f

�oo and f�W LtO
//
LtO0 W f

�oo

are Quillen adjunctions with left adjoints on top and f � the forgetful functor. If
furthermore, f is an object-wise stable equivalence, then the adjunctions are Quillen
equivalences, and hence induce equivalences on the homotopy categories.

First we make the following observation.

Proposition 7.22 Consider ModR and SymSeq with the positive flat stable model
structure. If W 2ModR (resp. W 2 SymSeq) is cofibrant, then the functor

�ı .W /W SymSeq!ModR; resp. �ıW W SymSeq! SymSeq;

preserves weak equivalences.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of symmetric sequences. This is verified
exactly as in [31, proof of 5.3], except using .ModR;^;R/, Proposition 7.17 and
Proposition 7.18 instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/, [31, 4.28] and [31, 4.29], respectively.
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Proposition 7.23 Let f W O!O0 be a map of operads in R–modules and consider
AlgO (resp. LtO ) with the positive flat stable model structure. If Z 2 AlgO (resp.
Z 2 LtO ) is cofibrant and f is a weak equivalence in the underlying category SymSeq

with the positive flat stable model structure, then the natural map Z! f �f�Z is a
weak equivalence in AlgO (resp. LtO ).

Proof It suffices to consider the case of left O–modules. This is verified exactly as
in [31, proof of 5.2], except using .ModR;^;R/, Propositions 7.17, 7.18 and 7.22
instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/, [31, 4.28], [31, 4.29] and [31, 5.3], respectively.

Proof of Theorem 7.21 This is verified as in [31, proof of 1.4], using .ModR;^;R/
and Proposition 7.23 instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/ and [31, 5.2], respectively.

7.24 Homotopy colimits and simplicial bar constructions

These theorems play a key role in this paper. They improve the corresponding results in
[32] from operads in symmetric spectra to the more general context involving operads in
R–modules, and are verified exactly as in the proofs of [32, 1.10, 1.6, 1.8], respectively.

Theorem 7.25 Let f W O ! O0 be a morphism of operads in R–modules. Let X

be an O–algebra (resp. left O–module) and consider AlgO (resp. LtO ) with the
model structure of Theorem 7.15 or Theorem 7.16. If the simplicial bar construction
Bar.O;O;X / is object-wise cofibrant in AlgO (resp. LtO ), then there is a zigzag of
weak equivalences Lf�.X /' jBar.O0;O;X /j in the underlying category, natural in
such X . Here, Lf� is the total left derived functor of f� .

Theorem 7.26 Let O be an operad in R–modules. If X is a simplicial O–algebra
(resp. simplicial left O–module), then there are zigzags of weak equivalences

U hocolimAlgO
�op X ' jUX j ' hocolim�op UX�

resp. U hocolimLtO
�op X ' jUX j ' hocolim�op UX

�
natural in X . Here, U is the forgetful functor and sAlgO (resp. sLtO ) is equipped with
the projective model structure inherited from the model structure of Theorem 7.15 or
Theorem 7.16.

Theorem 7.27 Let O be an operad in R–modules. If X is an O–algebra (resp. left
O–module), then there is a zigzag of weak equivalences in AlgO (resp. LtO )

X ' hocolimAlgO
�op Bar.O;O;X /

�
resp. X ' hocolimLtO

�op Bar.O;O;X /
�

natural in X . Here, sAlgO (resp. sLtO ) is equipped with the projective model structure
inherited from the model structure of Theorem 7.15 or Theorem 7.16.
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7.28 Flat stable cofibrations

The purpose of this subsection is to prove Proposition 7.17 and Proposition 7.18. This
requires several calculations (Calculation 7.33 and Calculation 7.36) together with a
characterization of flat stable cofibrations (Proposition 7.34). This characterization is
motivated by the characterization given in Schwede [68], in terms of left R0 –modules,
of flat stable cofibrations in ModR .

Since R is a commutative monoid in .Sp†;˝S ;S/, it follows that R0 is a commutative
monoid in .S�;^;S0/. In particular, by [33, 2.4] we can regard R0 as a commutative
monoid in .S†n

� ;^;S0/ with the trivial †n –action.

Definition 7.29 Let n� 0. A left R0 –module is an object in .S†n
� ;^;S0/ with a left

action of R0 and a morphism of left R0 –modules is a map in S†n
� that respects the

left R0 –module structure. Denote by R0� S†n
� the category of left R0 –modules and

their morphisms.

For each n� 0, there is an adjunction

S†n
�

R0^�// R0� S†n
�

oo

with left adjoint on top. It is proved in Shipley [71] that the following model category
structure exists on left †n –objects in pointed simplicial sets.

Definition 7.30 Let n� 0.

� The mixed †n –equivariant model structure on S†n
� has weak equivalences the

underlying weak equivalences of simplicial sets, cofibrations the retracts of
(possibly transfinite) compositions of pushouts of maps

†n=H � @�Œk�C �!†n=H ��Œk�C .k � 0; H �†n subgroup/;

and fibrations the maps with the right lifting property with respect to the acyclic
cofibrations.

Furthermore, it is proved in [71] that this model structure is cofibrantly generated
by generating cofibrations and acyclic cofibrations with small domains, and that the
cofibrations are the monomorphisms. It is easy to prove that the category R0� S†n

�

inherits a corresponding model structure created by the free–forgetful adjunction above
Definition 7.30, and that furthermore the diagram category of .†op

r � G/–shaped
diagrams in R0� S†n

� appearing in the following proposition inherits a corresponding
projective model structure. This proposition, whose proof is left to the reader, will be
needed for identifying flat stable cofibrations in SymSeqG .
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Proposition 7.31 Let G be a finite group and consider any n; r � 0. The diagram
category .R0� S†n

� /†
op
r �G inherits a corresponding model structure from the mixed

†n –equivariant model structure on S†n
� . The weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) are

the underlying weak equivalences (resp. fibrations) in S†n
� .

Definition 7.32 Define R 2 ModR such that Rn WD Rn for n � 1 and R0 WD �.
The structure maps are the naturally occurring ones such that there exists a map of
R–modules i W R!R satisfying in D id for each n� 1.

The following calculation, which follows easily from [31, 2.9], will be needed for
characterizing flat stable cofibrations in SymSeqG .

Calculation 7.33 Let G be a finite group. Let m;p � 0, H � †m a subgroup,
and K a pointed simplicial set. Recall from (7.9) the functors Gp and GH

m . Define
X WDG �Gp.R˝GH

m K/ 2 SymSeqG . Here, X is obtained by applying the indicated
functors in (7.9) to K . Then for r D p we have

.R^X Œr �/n Š

�
G � .†n �†n�m�†m

Rn�m ^ .†m=H �K// �†p for n>m,
� for n�m,

X Œr �n Š

8<:
G � .†n �†n�m�†m

Rn�m ^ .†m=H �K// �†p for n>m,
G � .R0 ^ .†m=H �K// �†p for nDm,
� for n<m,

and for r ¤ p we have X Œr �D �DR^X Œr �.

The following characterization of flat stable cofibrations in SymSeqG is motivated
by the characterization given in Schwede [68] of flat stable cofibrations in ModR . It
improves the corresponding characterization given in [31, 6.6] from the context of
.Sp†;˝S ;S/ to the more general context of .ModR;^;R/.

Proposition 7.34 Let G be a finite group.

(a) A map f W X ! Y in SymSeqG with the flat stable model structure is a cofibra-
tion if and only if the induced maps

X Œr �0 �! Y Œr �0; r � 0; nD 0;

.R^Y Œr �/nq.R^X Œr�/n
X Œr �n �! Y Œr �n; r � 0; n� 1;

are cofibrations in
�
R0�S

†n
�

�†op
r �G with the model structure in Proposition 7.31.
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(b) A map f W X ! Y in SymSeqG with the positive flat stable model structure is
a cofibration if and only if the maps X Œr �0! Y Œr �0 , r � 0, are isomorphisms,
and the induced maps

.R^Y Œr �/nq.R^X Œr�/n
X Œr �n �! Y Œr �n; r � 0; n� 1;

are cofibrations in
�
R0�S

†n
�

�†op
r �G with the model structure in Proposition 7.31.

Proof This is verified exactly as in [31, proof of 6.6], except using .ModR;^;R/,
Proposition 7.31 and Calculation 7.33 instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/, [31, 6.3] and [31, 6.5],
respectively.

Proof of Proposition 7.18 It suffices to consider the case of symmetric sequences.
Consider part (b). This is verified exactly as in [31, proof of 4.29(b)], except using
.ModR;^;R/ and the map g� obtained by applying the indicated functors in (7.9),
instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/ and the map g� obtained by applying the indicated functors
in [31, (4.1)], respectively. Consider part (a). This is verified exactly as in [31, proof
of 4.29(a)], except using .ModR;^;R/ instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/.

Proposition 7.35 Let G be a finite group. If B 2 ModGop

R (resp. B 2 SymSeqGop
),

then the functor

B ^G �W ModG
R �!ModR; resp. B L̋ G �W SymSeqG

�! SymSeq;

sends cofibrations in ModG
R (resp. SymSeqG ) with the flat stable model structure to

monomorphisms.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of symmetric sequences. This is verified exactly
as in [31, proof of 6.11], except using .ModR;^;R/ and the map g� obtained by
applying the indicated functors in (7.9), instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/ and the map g�
obtained by applying the indicated functors in [31, (4.1)], respectively.

The following calculation, which follows easily from [31, 2.9] and (2.5), will be needed
in the proof of Proposition 7.17 below.

Calculation 7.36 Let k;m;p � 0, H � †m a subgroup, and t � 1. Let the map
gW @�Œk�C!�Œk�C be a generating cofibration for S� and define X ! Y in SymSeq

to be the induced map g�WGp.R˝GH
m @�Œk�C/! Gp.R˝GH

m �Œk�C/. Here, the
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map g� is obtained by applying the indicated functors in (7.9) to the map g . For
r D tp we have the calculation

�
.Y
L̋ t /Œr �

�
n
Š

8<:
†n �†n�tm�H�t Rn�tm ^ .�Œk�

�t /C �†tp

†tm �H�t R0 ^ .�Œk�
�t /C �†tp

�

for n> tm,
for nD tm,
for n< tm,�

R^ .Y L̋ t /Œr �
�
n
Š

�
†n �†n�tm�H�t Rn�tm ^ .�Œk�

�t /C �†tp

�

for n> tm,
for n� tm,

�
Qt

t�1Œr �
�
n
Š

8<:
†n �†n�tm�H�t Rn�tm ^ @.�Œk�

�t /C �†tp

†tm �H�t R0 ^ @.�Œk�
�t /C �†tp

�

for n> tm,
for nD tm,
for n< tm,�

R^Qt
t�1Œr �

�
n
Š

�
†n �†n�tm�H�t Rn�tm ^ @.�Œk�

�t /C �†tp

�

for n> tm,
for n� tm,

and for r ¤ tp we have .Y L̋ t /Œr �D�DR^.Y L̋ t /Œr � and Qt
t�1
Œr �D�DR^Qt

t�1
Œr �.

Proof of Proposition 7.17 It suffices to consider the case of symmetric sequences.
Consider part (a). This is verified exactly as in [31, proof of 4.28(a)], except us-
ing .ModR;^;R/, the map g� obtained by applying the indicated functors in (7.9),
Proposition 7.34 and Calculation 7.36 instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/, the map g� obtained
by applying the indicated functors in [31, (4.1)], [31, 6.6] and [31, 6.15], respectively.
The acyclic cofibration assertion follows immediately from [33, 7.19]. Consider part
(b). This is verified exactly as in [31, proof of 4.28(b)], except using .ModR;^;R/
and Proposition 7.35 instead of .Sp†;˝S ;S/ and [31, 6.11], respectively.

The following will be needed in other sections of this paper.

Proposition 7.37 Let t � 1. If i W X ! Y is a generating cofibration in ModR
(resp. SymSeq) with the positive flat stable model structure, then Qt

t�1
! Y ^t (resp.

Qt
t�1
! Y

L̋ t ) is a cofibration between cofibrant objects in Mod†t

R (resp. SymSeq†t )
with the positive flat stable model structure.

Proof It suffices to consider the case of symmetric sequences. This follows immedi-
ately from the proof of Proposition 7.17.

8 Operads in chain complexes over a commutative ring

The purpose of this section is to observe that the main results of this paper remain
true in the context of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative ring, provided
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that the desired model category structures exist on algebras (resp. left modules) over
operads O and �kO . Since the constructions and proofs of the theorems are essentially
identical to the arguments above in the context of R–modules, modulo the obvious
changes, the arguments are left to the reader.

Basic assumption 8.1 From now on in this section, we assume that K is any commu-
tative ring.

Denote by .ChK;˝;K/ the closed symmetric monoidal category of unbounded chain
complexes over K (see Hovey [38] and Mac Lane [49]).

Homotopical assumption 8.2 If O is an operad in ChK , assume that the following
model structure exists on Alg zO (resp. Lt zO ) for zO D O and zO D �kO for each
k � 1: the model structure on Alg zO (resp. Lt zO ) has weak equivalences the homology
isomorphisms (resp. object-wise homology isomorphisms) and fibrations the maps that
are dimension-wise surjections (resp. object-wise dimension-wise surjections).

Cofibrancy condition 8.3 If O is an operad in ChK , consider the unit map �W I!O
of the operad O and assume that I Œr � ! OŒr � is a cofibration [32, 3.1] between
cofibrant objects in Ch†

op
r

K for each r � 0.

If K is any field of characteristic zero, then both Homotopical assumption 8.2 and
Cofibrancy condition 8.3 are satisfied by every operad in ChK (see [33] and Hinich [35]).
In the case of algebras over operads, if K is any commutative ring and O0 is any non-†
operad in ChK , then it is proved in [33; 35] that the corresponding operad ODO0 �†
satisfies Homotopical assumption 8.2.

The following is a commutative rings version of Definition 3.13 and Definition 3.15.

Definition 8.4 Let O be an operad in ChK such that OŒ0�D�. Assume that O satisfies
Homotopical assumption 8.2. Let X be an O–algebra (resp. left O–module). The
homotopy completion X h^ of X is the O–algebra (resp. left O–module) defined by
X h^ WD holimAlgO

k .�kOıO .X c// (resp. X h^ WD holimLtO
k .�kOıOX c/) the homotopy

limit of the completion tower of the functorial cofibrant replacement X c of X in AlgO
(resp. LtO ). The Quillen homology complex (or Quillen homology object) Q.X / of X

is the O–algebra �1O ıhO .X / (resp. left O–module �1O ıhO X ).

The following is a commutative rings version of Theorem 1.5.
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Theorem 8.5 Let O be an operad in ChK such that OŒ0� is trivial. Assume that
O satisfies Homotopical assumption 8.2 and Cofibrancy condition 8.3. Let X be a
0–connected O–algebra (resp. left O–module) and assume that O is .�1/–connected
and HkOŒr �;UK are finitely generated abelian groups for every k; r .

(a) If the Quillen homology groups HkQ.X / (resp. HkQ.X /Œr �) are finite for every
k; r , then the homology groups HkX (resp. HkX Œr �) are finite for every k; r .

(b) If the Quillen homology groups HkQ.X / (resp. HkQ.X /Œr �) are finitely gen-
erated abelian groups for every k; r , then the homology groups HkX (resp.
HkX Œr �) are finitely generated abelian groups for every k; r .

Here, U denotes the forgetful functor from commutative rings to abelian groups.

The following is a commutative rings version of Theorem 1.8.

Theorem 8.6 Let O be an operad in ChK such that OŒ0� is trivial. Assume that
O satisfies Homotopical assumption 8.2 and Cofibrancy condition 8.3. Let X be a
0–connected O–algebra (resp. left O–module), n � 0, and assume that O is .�1/–
connected.

(a) The Quillen homology complex Q.X / is n–connected if and only if X is n–
connected.

(b) If the Quillen homology complex Q.X / is n–connected, then the natural Hurewicz
map HkX ! HkQ.X / is an isomorphism for k � 2n C 1 and a surjection for
k D 2nC 2.

The following is a commutative rings version of Theorem 1.9.

Theorem 8.7 Let O be an operad in ChK such that OŒ0� is trivial. Assume that O
satisfies Homotopical assumption 8.2 and Cofibrancy condition 8.3. Let f W X ! Y

be a map of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) and n � 0. Assume that O is
.�1/–connected.

(a) If X;Y are 0–connected, then f is n–connected if and only if f induces an
n–connected map Q.X /! Q.Y / on Quillen homology complexes.

(b) If X;Y are .�1/–connected and f is .n� 1/–connected, then f induces an
.n� 1/–connected map Q.X /! Q.Y / on Quillen homology complexes.

(c) If f induces an n–connected map Q.X /! Q.Y / on Quillen homology com-
plexes between .�1/–connected objects, then f induces an .n� 1/–connected
map X h^! Y h^ on homotopy completion.
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(d) If the Quillen homology complex Q.X / is .n� 1/–connected, then homotopy
completion X h^ is .n� 1/–connected.

Here, Q.X /!Q.Y /, X h^!Y h^ denote the natural induced zigzags in the category of
O–algebras (resp. left O–modules) with all backward facing maps weak equivalences.

The following is a commutative rings version of Theorem 1.12.

Theorem 8.8 Let O be an operad in ChK such that OŒ0� is trivial. Assume that O
satisfies Homotopical assumption 8.2 and Cofibrancy condition 8.3. Let f W X ! Y be
a map of O–algebras (resp. left O–modules).

(a) If X is 0–connected and O is .�1/–connected, then the natural coaugmentation
X 'X h^ is a weak equivalence.

(b) If the Quillen homology complex Q.X / is 0–connected and O is .�1/–con-
nected, then the homotopy completion spectral sequence

E1
�s;t DHt�s

�
isC1O ıh�1O

�
Q.X /

��
H)Ht�s

�
X h^

�
;

resp. E1
�s;t Œr �DHt�s

��
isC1O ıh�1O Q.X /

�
Œr �
�
H)Ht�s

�
X h^Œr �

�
; r � 0;

converges strongly.

(c) If f induces a weak equivalence Q.X /'Q.Y / on Quillen homology complexes,
then f induces a weak equivalence X h^ ' Y h^ on homotopy completion.
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